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(57) ABSTRACT 
A TCP Offload Engine (TOE) device includes a state 
machine that performs TCP/IP protocol processing opera 
tions in parallel. In a first aspect, the state machine includes 
a first memory, a second memory, and combinatorial logic. 
The first memory stores and simultaneously outputs multiple 
TCP state variables. The second memory stores and simul 
taneously outputs multiple header values. In contrast to a 
sequential processor technique, the combinatorial logic gen 
erates a flush detect signal from the TCP state variables and 
header values without performing sequential processor 
instructions or sequential memory accesses. In a second 
aspect, a TOE includes a state machine that performs an 
update of multiple TCP state variables in a TCB buffer all 
simultaneously, thereby avoiding multiple sequential writes 
to the TCB buffer memory. In a third aspect, a TOE involves 
a state machine that sets up a DMA move in a single state 
machine clock cycle. 
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MEMORY 

HdBuf 
RCVMac 
SktDscBuf 
MgrBuf 
TchBuf 

HistMem 

RCVBufO 
RCVMacC) 
PrsEvtO 
DetCmdCR 

DetwtC) 

MgrCmdC) 

SktRCVCR 
SwwtO 

FstEwtCR 

HdrEvtQ 
HStEwtO 
MsgBufO 

Hdrld 
Bufid 
Tcbla 
Tcbid 
Tcblic 

MsgAd 
CmdAd 
TcbAd 
ApDsc 

{Bufid 
{RcvPk 
{PkEnd 
{EnbCa 
{DblCg 
(EnbCd 
(DblCd 
(SlwCd 
{FstCd 
(ArmCa 
{CIrCd 
{PshCa 
{ReqCd 

(HdrCd 
{EnbCd 
{DblCd 
{SlwCd 
(CrCd 
{FstCd 
Tcblo 
{CmdAd 
{MsgAd 

BLOCK DESCRIPTION 

RCWMac RECEIVE MEDIA ACCESS CONTROLLER 
RCWPrs RECEIVE PARSER. 
SktDet SOCKET DETECTOR. 
RcvMgr RECEIVE MANAGER 
SktEng SOCKET ENGINE. 

FIG. 3 
FORMA DESCRIPTION 

(PrsHo Pkthd 
{ PrsHa RcvPk 
(SktDsc DetEn 
{ EvtEn 
{ SkTp!, MdTVd, ApDsc, * 

{ Msg Ha , MsgDt 
{ CmdHd, CmdDt 
SktDsc SkTpl Skthdr 

{ Data 

} 
RCVSt } 
Skhsh , SktDsc } 
Tcbid } 
Tcbid } 
Tchold } 
cod } 

HdrCod PkEnd } 
HdrCo PkEnd Tchld ) 
TCbid } 
Tcold } 
Tchold } 
Tchold } 

PkEnd , HdrCa PkEnd} 
Tcbid } 
TCbd } 
HorCad . PkEnd } 
Tcbc. } 

} 
} 
} 
} 

Tchld Horld 

Tcbld 

HEADER BUFFER 
RECEIVE PACKET BUFFER 
SOCKET DESCRIPTOR BUFFER. 
RECEIVE MANAGEMENT CONTROL 
TCB BUFFER (ASTERISKINDICATES 
ADDITIONAL VALUES - SEE FIG. 20) 
HOST MEMORY 

QUEUE OF FREE DRAM RECEIVE BUFFERS. 
RECEIVE PACKET BUFFERING OUEUE. 
PARSE EVENT OUEUE. 
SOCKETDETECTOR COMMAND QUEUE. 

SOCKETDETECTOR EVENT OUEUE. 

RECEIVE MANAGER COMMAND QUEUE. 

RECEIVE DESCRIPTOR QUEUES (ONE PER 
$85W RECEIVE QUEUE. 

FAST RECEIVE QUEUE. 

NOTIFY SKTENG OF HEADER IN HDR BUFFER. 
SegSECENGINE G8&MGNSSAEUE. 
BUFFERS. 
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DESCRIPTION 

SOCKE ENGINE CONTEXT. 

MNEMONIC 

HoSel CONTEXT HEADER BUFFER SELECT. 
Tcbc. TCB BUFFER DENTIFER. 
Bufd RECEIVE BUFFER DENTIFIER. 
Hdid HEADER BUFFER DENTIFIER. 
CmdAd HOST COMMAND ADDRESS. 
MsgAd HOST MESSAGE ADDRESS. 
cbAd ADDRESS OF TCB BUFFER ON THE HOST. 

ApDsc APPLICATION BUFFER ADDRESS (STORED IN TCB BUF). 
MsgHd MESSAGE HEADER (MESSAGES ARE SENT FROMNID TO HOST)(INCLUDESATCBID). 
Cnd Hod COMMAND HEADER (COMMANDS ARE SENT FROM HOST TONID). 
MsgDt MESSAGE DAA. 
CmdDt COMMAND DATA 
SkHor PROTOTYPE TRANSMT HEADER. 
nkHd LNK HEADER. 

SnpHd 8O23 SNAP HEADER. 
Wildhd VLAN HEADER. 
NetHC NETWORK HEADER 
TptHd TRANSPORT HEADER. 
PayLo PACKET PAYLOAD. 
PktHC PACKET HEADER. 
RCWSt RECEIVE MAC PACKET STATUS (GENERATED BY RECEIVE MAC). 
Netx NETWORK HEADER START INDEX. 
Tptix TRANSPORT HEADER-START INDEX. 
Ddplx DDP HEADER START INDEX. 
PkLen PACKET LENGTH. 
PkEnd RECEIVE BUFFERENDING ADDRESS. 
SkHsh SOCKET HASH (TCBN-1:03)} 
PrsSt PACKET PARSE STATUS. 
Deten SOCKET DETECTION ENABLE BIT. 
McVd MEMORY DESCRIPTORWALID (STORED IN TCB BUF). 
HdrCC. HEADER LENGTH CODE 
SCPt TRANSPORT SOURCE PORT. 
DStPt TRASNPORT DESTINATION PORT. 
SrcAd NETWORKSOURCE ADDRESS. 
DstAd NETWORKDESTINATION ADDRESS. 
EnbCC RECEIVE ENABLE CODE (2-BITS). 
DbCd RECEIVE DISABLE CODE. 
AmCC RECEIVE ARM CODE (SENT FROM SKTENG TO RCWMGR). 
CrCC RECEIVE DISARM CODE. 
PShCC RECEIVE PACKET RETURN CODE - 
SwCc RECEIVE SLOWPATH CODE 
FstCd RECEIVE FAST PATH CODE. 
ReqCd REQUEST CODE (TOTELL RCWMGR TO PUT HEADERS INTO HEADER BUFFER). 
EwtEn RECEIVE EVENT ENABLE BIT (STORED IN MGR BUF). 
SkTpl SOCKETTUPE 
RCWPk RECEIVE PACKET. 
PSHc PARSE HEADER (GENERATED BY RECEIVE PARSER). 
Sktosc SOCKET DESCRIPTOR. 
EvtCd EVENT CODE (FORFstEvto IT CAN EITHER BE FstCd OR Circd). 

(FOR SlwEvtO IT CAN EnbCd, DblCa, or SlwCd). 

FIG. 5 
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MNEMONIC FORMAT 

{XmtAckNum, XmtSeqNum, XmtSeqLmt, XmtCcwSz, MaxSegSz, MaxXmtWin, 

II FORWARD RECEIVE PACKET. 
// APPEND STATUS 

11 GET ARECEIVE BUFFER 
17 PARSE APACKET. 
// SAVE PACKETAND PARSE INFO 
// SEND EVENT DESCRIPTOR. 

, SktDsc } // GET EVENT DESCRIPTOR. 
SktDsc }, SktDsc II SEE IF FAST PATH. 
PkEnd } 11 SEND SOW DESCRIPTOR. 

PkEnd ) // GE SLOW DESCRIPTOR. 
PkEnd ) 11 PASS TO SktEng. 

// GE SLOW DESCRIPTOR. 
11 GET HOST BUFFER 

If NOTIFY HOST. 
11 RECYCLE RECEIVE BUFFER 

SkTp 
RCVSeqLmt, ExpRcvSeq, ExpHdrLen, TchAd 

Horld EngCx, HdSel 
TplUpd {PktAckNum, NxtSeqMax, NxtCCwSz, NxtExpSeq 
RCWPK (Pkthd, PayLod 
Pkthd {LinkHa, SnpHd, WinHd, NetHa, TptHd 
PrsHid (PktBufid, HdrCa, PktPaySz, Netix, Tptlx, Ddplx, PkEnd, PrsSt" 
SktDsc {HdrCd, SrcPt, DstPt, SrcAd, DstAd, Deten 
PkEnd {Bufld, PkLen 
NetHC { PktSrcAdr, PktDstAdr, " 
TptHa {PktRcvSeq, PktXrntAck, PktXmtWin, PktSrcPrt, PktDstPrt, 

* = INCLUDES OTHER WARIABLES NOT LISTED 

(700) RcvMac 
(701) parse RcvPk 
(702) write RovMacQ { RcvPk } 
(703) write RovMacQ { RcvSt } 

(704) RcvPrs 
(705) read RcvBufo Bufid } 
(706) parse RCvMacQ { RcvPk RcvSt } 
(707) write RovEuf (Bufid) { PrsHa RovPk } 
(708) write PrsEvto { PkEnd , SkHsh , SktDsc } 

(709) SktDet 
(710) read PrsEvtO (PkEnd SkHsh 
(711) test SktDscBuf (SkHsh) (SktDsc ... 
(712) write DetBvtC { SlwCd , HdrCd 

(713) RcvMgr. 
(714) read DetEvtO { SlwCd HarCd 
(715) write SlwEvto { SlwCd HarCd 

(716) SktEng 
(717) read SlwEvtO SlwCd , HdrCd PkEnd 
(718) read MsgBufO { MsgAd 
(719) copy RovEuf Rigid { PrsHa RCVPk 
(720) write HstMem { MsgHc 
725 write RCVBufo { Bufld 

} 
} 
} HstMem(MsgAd) // COPY PACKET. 
} 
} 

SLOWPATH RECEIVE SEQUENCE 
FIG. 7 
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FIRST PHASE (SLOW-PATH PURGE) 
(800) Host 
(801) write HstMem (CmdAd) { CmdHa, TchAd ) // WRITE RECEIVE COMMAND. 
(802) write HstEvtO CmdAdi, Tchld ) II SEND COMMAND NOTICE. 

(803) SktEng 
(804) read HstEvtO { CmdAd Tcbla : 11 GET NOTICE COMMAND. 
(805) read HstMem (CmdAd) { CmdHa, TchAd ) // LOAD EnbSk COMMAND. 
(806) copy HstMem (TcbAd) { Sktosc }, SktDscBuf Tchold) || LOAD SOCKET DESCRIPTOR. 
(807) write DetCmdO EnbCd , Tcbld If SEND DETECT ENABLE COMMAND. 

(808) Sktdet 
If GET DETECT ENABLE COMMAND. (809) read DetCmdq. EnbCd Tcbld 

(810) set SktDscBuf Tchild) { DetEn } // ENABLE SOCKETDEECTION. 
(811) write DetEvtO EnbCd Tcbid II SEND PURGE MARKER 

(812) RcvMgr. 
(813) read DetEvtO { EnbCd Tcbld f/ GET PURGE MARKER 
(814) write SwevtO { EnbCd, Tchild // SEND TO SOCKET ENGINE. 

(815) SkiEng 
(816) read SiwEvtO {EnbCd Tcblic } 11 GET PURGE MARKER 
(817) read MsgBufO { MsgAd } // GETA HOST MESSAGE BUFFER 
(818) write HstMem (MsgAd) { Msghd } II NOTFY HOST OF COMMAND DONE. 

(THE Msghd INDICATES AN ENABLE 
MARK MESSAGE EnbMrkMsg.) 

SECOND PHASE (LOAD SOCKET STATE) 
(819) Host 
(820) read HstMem (MsgAd) { MsgHd } || GET MESSAGE THAT PRIOR COMMAND IS DONE. 
(821) write HstMem (TcbAd) { SkTpl } || WRITE SOCKET STATE. 
(822) write HistMem (CmdAd) { CmdHa, TcbAd 11 WRITE RECEIVE COMMAND. 
(823) write HstEvtO { CmdAd Tchild 11 SEND COMMAND NOTICE. 

(824) SktEng - 
(825) read HstEvtO CmdAd Tcbld ) i? GET NOTICE COMMAND. 
(826) read HstMem (CmdAd) { CmdHd, TchAd || LOAD HOST COMMAND. 
(827) copy HstMem (TcbAd) { SkTp ) TchBuf (Tcbla) // MOVE SOCKET STATE TONID. 
(828) write MgrCmdO ( ArmCo Tcbid 11 SEND ARM COMMAND TO RCV MGR. 

(829) RovMgr. 
(830) read MgrCmdC. { ArmCo Tcbld II GET ARM COMMAND. 
(831) if (SktRcvORdyTcbla) 
(832) write FstEvto (TcbAd) { FstCd Tcbid ) i? PUT FAST-PATH EVENT TO SKTENG. 
(833) else 
(834) set MgrBuf (Tcbld) { EvtEn } If SET EVENT ENABLE BITSO NEXT 

TIME A FAST-PATH DESCRIPTOR 
APPREARS ON SKT RCW QUEUE, IT 
WILL BE PASSED TO SOCKET 
ENGINE ASA FAST-PATH EVENT. 

CONNECTION HAND OUT SEOUENCE 

FG. 8 
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(943) 
(944) 
(945) 
(946) 
(947) 
(948) 
(949) 
(950) 
(951) 
(952) 
(953) 
(954) 
(955) 
(956) 

(957) 
(958) 
(959) 
(960) 
(961) 

else begin 
read MsgBufO { MsgAd } f 
copy RCvEuf { PayLa If 
write HstMem Eigil E., HstMem?MsaAd) ". write Roveuro Sir HstMem(MsgAd) , 

Host 
read HistMern 9. { MsgHa , MsgDt } If 
Write HstMem { CmdHa , ApDsc } If 
write HstEVO { CmdAd , Tchild ) If 
SktEng 
read HstEvtO CmdAd {CmdAd Tcbla II 
copy HstMem {Cmd Hid, ApDsc }, TchBuf Tcbld) || 
Set TcbBuf Tcbld) { MdIVd, } f 
write MgrCmdC. { ArmCo Tcblad ) // 

} 
RcvMgr. 
read MgrCmdq. { ArmCod, Tcbid If 
if (SktRcvQRdy Tcbld) 
Write FStEvtOR {FstCd, Tcbld ) 11 

end 

US 2006/0168281 A1 

If IFNO VALID MEMORY DESCRIPTOR, SEND INITIAL DATA. 
GET A HOST BUFFER 
COPY FAST DATA 
REGUEST MEMORY DESCRIPTOR. 
RECYCLE RECEIVE BUFFER 

GET RECEIVE REOUEST. 
WRITE RECEIVE COMMAND. 
SEND COMMAND NOTICE. 

GET COMMAND NOTICE. 
LOAD RECEIVE COMMAND. 
SET WALD. B. 
LOAD RECEIVE COMMAND. 

GET ARM COMMAND. 

SEND NOTICE TO SKTENG. 

FAST-PATH RECEIVE SEQUENCE (CONTINUED) 
FIG 9B 

KEY TO FIG 9 

FIG 9A 

F.G. 9B 

FG. 9 
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(900) RovMac 

SktDS 
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If FORWARD RECEIVE PACKET. 
If APPEND STATUS. 

II GET ARECEIVE BUFFER 
II PARSE A PACKET. 
// SAVE PACKET AND PARSE INFO. 
// SEND EVENT DESCRIPTOR. 

If GET EVENT DESCRIPTOR. 
II SEE IF FAST-PATH FRAME. 
If SEND FAST DESCRIPTOR. 

If GET FAST DESCRIPTOR. 

II SAVE TO SOCKET OUEUE. 

II SEND FAST EVENT NOTICE. 
// CLR EVENT ENABLE. 

If GET FAST EVENT NOTICE. 
I REQUEST HEADER DELIVERY. 

II GET HEADER REQUEST. 
II GET RCW DESCRIPTOR 

}, HdrBuf (Hdrid) i? GET FAST HEADERS. 

HstMemApDsc // 

(901) parse RcvPk 
(902) write RcvMacQ { RcvPk } 
(903) write RcvMacQ { RcvSt } 

(904) RcvPrs 
(905) read RoveufO { Bufid } 
(906) parse RcvMacQ {RcvPk, RcvSt } 
(907) Write RCVBuf (Bufid) { Prshid, RCVPK skips 
(908) write PrsEvtO PkEnd, SkHsh C } 

(909) SktDet Skt)s 
(910) read PrsEvtO { SkHsh } 
(911) test SktDscBuf (SkHsh) SEs "skiDs 
(912) write DetEvto estCd Harco PkEnd 
(913) write DetEvto Tcbla } 

(914) RcvMgr. 
(915) read DetEvto {FstCd HarCd, PkEnd} 
(916) read DetEvto ( Tchild } 
(917) write SktRcvQ (Tcbid) { SlwCd , HarCd, PkEnd } 
(918) if (MgrBuf Tchild){EvtEn}) begin } 
(919) write FstEvtO {FstCd Tcbld } 
(920) cir MgrBuf Tchild) { EvtEn } 
(921) end 

(922) SktEng 
(923) read FstEvtO {FstCd Tcbld 
(924) write MgrCmdC. { ReqCd, Harid Tcbid 

(925) RcvMgr. 
(926) read MgrCmdO { ReqCd, Hdrld Tcbla : 
(927) read SktRcvQ (Tchild) { SwCd, HdrCd PkEnd } 
(928) copy RovEuf (Bufid) { PrsHa Pkthd 
(929) write HarEvtCR Tcbld } 

(930) SktEng 
(931) read HarEvto { Tcbid } 
(932) Check packet ack win and seq; 
(933) test HdrBuf (Hdrid against TchBuf Tchid) 

(934) if (TchBuf Tcbla){MdIVd) begin 
(935) read HarBuf (Hdrld) { Bufid } 
(936) read TchBuf Tcbla) { ApDsc } 
(937) copy RovEuf Bufid) { PayLo } 
(938) read MsgBufO MsgAd 
(939) write HstMem MsgAD MsgHa 
(940) Write RCVBufC) { Bufld } 
(941) clear TcbBuf Tchid) { MdIVd ) 
(942) end 

11 SEND HEADEREVENT. 

If GET HEADEREVENT. 

// CHECK ACK, WINDOW AND SEQ. 

| IF VALID MEM DESCRIPTOR. 
11 GET SOURCE POINTER 
II GET DESTINATION POINTER 

MOVEFAST DATA 
II GET A HOST BUFFER 
II SEND RESPONSE MESSAGE. 
If RECYCLE MDL VALID BIT. 
If CLEAR MDL WALD. B. 

FAST-PATH RECEIVE SEQUENCE 

FIG. 
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(1000) idle: if (SlwEvtORdy) begin 
if (SwevtQ (EvtCd} = = 0) begin (1001) 

(1002) 
(1003) 
(1004) 
(1005) 
(1006) 
(1007) 
(1008) 
(1009) 

(1010) 
(1011) 
(1012) 
(1013) 
(1014) 
(1015) 
(1016) 
(1017) 
(1018) 

(1019) 
(1020) 
(1021) 
(1022) 
(1023) 
(1024) 
(1025) 
(1026) 
(1027) 
(1028) 

(1029) 
(1030) 
(1031) 
(1032) 
(1033) 
(1034) 
(1035) 
(1036) 
(1037) 
(1038) 

) (1039 
(1040 
(1041) 
(1042) 
(1043) 
(1044) 
(1045) 
(1046) 
(1047) 
(1048) 

EState <= 
ETcbid C= 
ECmdAd <= 
EHCrCC <= 
EHCAd <= 
EBufd <= 
EPkLen <= 
end 

else if (SwevtO {EvtCd) = - 1) 
estate <= 
ETCbd <= 
ECmdAd <= 
EHCCC <= 
EHCAd <= 
EBufd C= 
EPKLen <= 
end 

else begin 
EState <= 
ETcbid <= 
ECmdAd <c 
EHCrCC <= 
EHCAd <= 
EBuflo C= 
EPKLen <= 
end 

end 

EnbMrkEvt; 
SlwEvtO{Tcbid); 

DbiMrkEvt. 
SwevtO{Tcbla); 
X, 
SiwEvtO{HarCd); 
X, 
SwevtO{Bufld); 
SlwEvtCR{PkLen}; 

else if (FstEvtORdy) begin 
if (FstEvto (EvtCd} = = 
EState <= 
ETcbid <= 
ECmdAd <= 
EHCrCd <= 
EHCAd <- 
EBufo <= 
EPkLen <= 
end 

else begin 
EState <= 
ETcbd k= 
ECmdAd < 
EHCrCC <= 
EHCrAd <= 
EBufid <R 
EPKLen <= 
end 

end 

) begin 
FstRovEvt; 
FstEvtO{Tcbld}; 
X, 
X, 
FstEvtO(Hdrld); 
X, 
X, 

X, 
FstEvtO(Hdrid); 
X. 
X, 

// 
// 
// 
I/ 
If 
// 
I/ 
If 
If 

11 
11 
// 
f/ 
// 
H 
// 
f/ 

// 
1/ 
// 
// 
// 
11 
// 
// 
// 

// 
// 
// 
// 
// 
// 
// 
// 

// 
// 
// 
// 
11 
// 
// 
// 

US 2006/0168281 A1 

SERVICE SLOWEVENT OUEUE. 
SLOW RECEIVE EVENT. 
GO TO EVENT SERVICE. 
SAVE TCB NUMBER. 

SAVE HEADER DMALENGTH. 

SAVE RECEIVE BUFFER NUMBER. 
SAVE RECEIVE BUFFER LENGTH. 

SLOWMARKEVENT. 
GO TO EVENT SERVICE 
SAVE TCB NUMBER. 

DISABLE MARKEVENT. 
GO TO EVENT SERVICE 
SAVE TCB NUMBER 

SAVE HEADER DMALENGTH.. 

SAVE RECEIVE BUFFER NUMBER. 
SAVE RECEIVE BUFFER LENGTH. 

SERVICE FAST EVENT CRUEUE. 
FAST RECEIVE EVENT (EvtCd is the FstCd). 
GO TO EVENT SERVICE 
SAVE TCB NUMBER. 

SAVE HEADER BUFFER POINTER 

CLEAR MARK EVENT (EvtCd is the Circd). 
GO TO EVENT SERVICE. 
SAVE TCB NUMBER. 

SAVE HEADER BUFFER POINTER 

SOCKET ENGINE STATES 
FIG 1 OA 



(1049) else if (HstEvtORdy) begin 
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If SERVICE HOST EVENT OUEUE. 
GO TO EVENT SERVICE. 

If SAVE TCB NUMBER. 
SAVE COMMAND BLOCKADDRESS. 

II SERVICE HEADER EVENT OUEUE. 

% SRECEYFNURREIcbld 
Aff BITS OF THE TCB SIMULTANEOUSLY 
AVAILABLE TO THE SKT ENG.) 

If SAVE HEADER BUFFER POINTER NEHAd 
(MAKES ALL THE BITS OF THE HEADER BUFFER 
SIMULTANEOUSLY AVAILABLE TO THE SKTENG.) 

(1050) EState <= SktCmdEvt. If 
(1051) ETcbld <= HstEvtO(Tcbld); 
(1052) EcmdAd <= HstEvtOCmdAd); f 
(1053) EHdrCd <= x; If 
(1054) EHdrAd <= x; If 
(1055) EBufld <= x; f 
(1056) EPkLen <= x; Af 
(1057) end 

(1058) else if (HdrEvtORdy) begin 
(1059) EState <= HarDmawt 
(1060) ETcbid <= HarEvtO{Tcbid}; 
(1061) EcmdAd <= x; 
(1062) EHarCo k= x; 
(1063) EHdrAd <= HidrEvtO{Hdrid); 
(1064) EBufid <= x; 
(1065) EPKLen <= x; 
(1066) end 

(1067) else begin f 
(1068) EState <= Idle, If 
(1069) ETcbid <= HarEvto(Tcbld); f 
(1070) EcmdAd <= x; If 
(1071) EHdrCod <= x: f 
(1072) EHdrAd <= x: f/ 
(1073) EBufid <= x; Af 
(1074) EPkLen <= x; Af 
(1075) end 

(1076) || Slow Path Receive Event. 
(1077) SlwRCvEvt. begin Af 
(1078) EState <= SwRCwO; Af 
(1079) EMsgAd <= MsgBufOMsgAd}; f 
(1080) DmAd <= EBuflo Cz11; ff 
(1081) HstAd <= MsgBufO(MsgAd} + MsgHdLen; 
(1082) HistSz <= EPkLen; fi 
(1083) HstDmaCmd <= R2hCo. Af 
(1084) end 
(1085) SlwRcv0 begin // 
(1086) EState <= idle, ff 
(1087) E2hEBuf <= SlwRCVMsg. f/ 
(1088) HStAd <= EMsgAd; If 
(1089) HistSz <= MsghdLen; 11 
(1090) HstDmaCmd <= E2hCol; If 
(1091) RCVBufCR <= EBuflo, If 
(1092) end 

NO EVENT TO SERVICE. 
KEEP CHECKING FOR WORK. 

DMA SLOW-PATH PACKET TO HOST. 
SET NEXT STATE. 
GET HOST BUFFER. 
DRAMSOURCE ADDRESS 

If HOST DESTINATION ADDRESS 
DMALENGTH.. 
MOVE RCW BUFFER O HOST DMA. 

SEND HOST NOTIFICATION MESSAGE. 
GO FIND WORK. . 
SETUP SLOW RECEIVE MESSAGE. 
HOST DESTINATION ADDRESS 
DMALENGTH. 
MOVE MESSAGE TO HOST 
RECYCLE RECEIVE BUFFER 

SOCKET ENGINE STATES (CONTINUED) 
FIG 1 OB 

US 2006/0168281 A1 
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(1093) || Slow-Path Purge Event (Socket Detection Enabled). 
// NOTIFY HOST FIRST PHASE OF HANDOUT IS DONE. 
// GO FIND WORK. 

(1094) 
(1095) 
(1096) 
(1097) 
(1098) 
(1099) 
(1100) 
(1101) 

(1102) 
(1103) 
(1104) 
(1105) 
(1106) 
(1107) 
(1108) 
(1109) 
(1110) 
(1111) 
(1112) 
(1113) 

(1114) 
(1115) 
(1116) 
(1117) 
(1118) 

(1119) 
(1120) 
(1121) 
(1122) 
(1123) 
(1124) 
(1125) 
(1126) 
(1127) 
(1128) 

(1129) 
(1130) 
(1131) 
(1132) 
(1133) 
(1134) 
(1135) 

EnbMrkEvt. begin 
EState g 
EMsgAd 83. 

HstAd <E 
HistSz a 
HistOrnaCmd <= 
end 

Idle, 

MsgHo Le 
E2hCod; 

// GET HOST MESSAGE BUFFER ADDRESS. 
// PREPARE AN ENAELE-MARK MESSAGE. 
// SET HOST DESTINATION ADDRESS. 

n; // SETDMALENGTH.. 
11 MOVE MESSAGE TO HOST MESSAGE BUFFER. 

|| Descriptor Buffer Release Event (Socket Detection Disabled). 
DblMrkEvt. begin 

EState al 
EMsgAd g 
end 

DblMrk0: begin 
EState K: 
E2hBuf CE 
HstAd a. 
HistSz C 
HstDma Cmd <= 
end 

MsgBufGMsgAd}; 

ldle; 
DblMrkMsg: 
EMsgAd; 
MsgHdLe 
E2hCC 

If Fast-Path Receive Event. 
FstRcvEvt. begin 

EState CE 
MgrCmdC <= 
end 

ldle; 
(ReqCd, Pktld, ETcbld) 

II DISABLE MARKEVENT. 
f/ GO TO DISABLE SERVICE 
II GET HOST BUFFER 

II NOTIFY HOST. 
If GO FND WORK. 
11 DSABLE-MARK MESSAGE 
|| HOST DESTINATION ADDRESS. 
17 DMALENGTH. 
If DOND TO HOST DMA. 

1/ GET FASTPACKETHEADER. 
11 GO FIND WORK. 
// REO UEST HEADER DELIVERY. 

|| Fast-Receive Purge Event (Fast Event Disabled). 
CirMrkEvt. begin 

EState <E 
EMsgAd <e 
Histchld kE 
HistAd g 
HistSz < 
HistD maCmd <= 
DetCndCR <= 
end 

Clr Mrk0: begin 
EState KE 
E28uf ag 
HStAd a 
HistSz <E 
HstDmaCmd <= 

end 

11 

ETcbid; If 

SkTplLen 
T2hCd; 
{DblCd, E 

lde; 

If 
If 

Tcbld); // 

11 
// 

ExportMsg: If 
EMsgAd; 
MsgHdLe 
E2hCd; 

| Host Command Entry Event. 
SktCmdEvt. begin 

EState < 
HstAd a. 
HistSz g 
HistOrna Cmd <= 
end 

SktCmdO, 
ECmdAd; 

If 
n; // 

If 

// 
11 
If 

CmdHdLen; // 

GO TO NEXT STATE. 
GET MESSAGE BUFFER ON HOST. 
SOURCE IS TCB BUFFER 
DESTINATION ON HOST. 
DMALENGTH.. 
MOVE TCB FROMND TO HOST. 
SEND DISABLE COMMAND TO SKT DET. 

NOTIFY HOST THAT STATE HAS BEEN EXPORTED, 
GO FIND WORK 
STATE EXPORT MESSAGE INTO E2HBUF. 
DESTINATION ADDRESS ON HOST. 
DMALENGH 
MOVEMESSAGE FROMND TO HOS. 

GET COMMAND FROM HOS. 
SET NEXT STATE. 
SET HOST SOURCE ADDRESS 
SET DMALENGTH. 
MOVE COMMAND FROM HOST TONID. 

SOCKET ENGINE STATES (CONTINUED) 
FIG 10C 
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(1143) SktCmdO: if (H2eBuf (CmdCd} = = 0) begin If F ENABLE COMMAND. 
(1144) EState <= SktEnbCmd; // GO TO ENABLE ROUTINE. 
(1145) end 
(1146) else if (H2eBuf{CmdCod} = = 1) begin 1 FARM COMMAND. 
(1147) EState <= SktArmCmd; | GO TO ARM ROUTINE. 
(1148) end -- 

(1149) else begin A? MUST BE RCW COMMAND. 
(1150) EState <= SktRcvCmd; At GO TO ARMROUNE. 
(1151) end 

(1152) || Socket Enable Command Service. 
(1153) SktEnbCmd; begin // GET SOCKET DESCRIPTOR. 
(1154) EState <= SktEnb0; // GO TO NEXT STATE. 
(1155) DscBufAd <= ETcblad" SktDscLen; f/ ADDR FOR SktoscBUFFER 
(1156). HstAd <= H2eBuf TcbAd} + SktDsclx; 17 HOST SktDsCADDRESS. 
(1157) HstSz <= SktDscLen; 11 DMALENGTH. 
(1158) HstDmaCmd <= H2dCod; If MOVE SkDSc FROM HOST TONID. 
(1159) end 

(1160) SktEnb0: begin // ENABLE SOCKET DETECTION 
(1161) EState <= lcdle, If GO FIND WORK 
(1162) DetCmdCR <= {EnbCd, ETcblo); // SEND ENABLE COMMAND 
(1163) end 

(1164) || Socket Arm Command Service. 
(1165) SktArmCmd: begin // GET SOCKET STATE 
(1166) EState <= SktArm0, f/ GO TO NEXT STATE 
(1167) TcbBufAd <= ETcblic * TcbBuflen; // ADDR FOR Skt. DSC BUFFER. 
(1168) HStAd <= H2eBuf{TcbAd) + SkTplix// HOST SktTpl ADDRESS. 
(1169) HStSz <= SkTplen; // DMALENGTH.. 
(1170) HstDmaCmd <= H2tCd; 11 MOVE SkTpl FROM HOST TONID. 
(1171) end 

(1172) SktArm0: begin If ENABLE SOCKET RECEIVE. 
(1173) EState <= idle, II GO FND WORK 
(1174) MgrCmdo <= ArmCo., ETcbld); 1, SEND ARM RECEIVE COMMAND. 
(1175) end 

(1176) || Socket Receive Command Service. 
(1177) SktRcvCmd; begin If GET APPLICATION BUFFER DSC. 
(1178) EState <= SktRcv0; If GO TO NEXT STATE 
(1179) TcbBufAd <= (ETcbld * TcbBufLen) + ApDscix; 17 ADDR FOR APP DSC BUFFER. 
(1180) HStAd <= ECmdAd + ApDsclx; | HOST ApDsc ADDRESS. 
(1181) HistSz <= ApDscLen; 11 DMALENGTH. 
(1182) HstDmaCmd <= H2tCd; If MOVE Appsc FROM HOST TO NID. 
(1.183) end 

(1184) SktRcv0. begin If ENABLE SOCKETRECEIVE 
(1185) EState <= Idle, If GO FND WORK - 
(1186) TcbBuf{RSqMx}<= TcbBuf(RSqMx)+H2eBuf{Salnc); // INCREMENT RECEIVE WINDOW. 
(1187) MgrCmdC. <= {ArmCa, ETcbld); 17 SEND ARMRECEIVE COMMAND 
(1188) MdIVdET.cbid) <= 1; 1/ ADDR FOR MDL VALID BT. 
(1189) end 

SOCKET ENGINE STATES (CONTINUED) 
FIG 1 OD 
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(1190) // Header Event Service. 
(1191) 
(1192) 
(1193) 
(1194) 
(1195) 
(1196) 
(1197) 

(1198) 
(1199) 
(1200) 
(1201) 

(1202) 
(1203) 
(1204) 205 
(1206) 
(1207) 
(1208) 

(1214) 
(1215) 
(1216) 
(1217) 
(1218) 
(1219) 
(1220) 
(1221) 
(1222) 
(1223) 
(1224) 
(1225) 
(1226) 
(1227) 
(1228) 
(1229) 
(1230) 
(1231) 

(1232) 
(1233) 
(1234) 
(1235) 
(1236) 
(1237) 
(1238) 
(1239) 
(1240) 

HdrDmaEvt. begin 
EState 
EMsgAd 
EFlush 
EBufd 
EPkLen 

end 

al 

a. 

al 

a. 

a. 

HdrEvtO: if (EFlush) begin 
EState 
MgrCmdC. 

end 

a. 

at 

HdrEvt.0; 
MsgBufo (MsgAd); 
Flush Det; 
HdrBuf(Bufid}; 
HdrBufO(PkLen}; 

ldle; 
{PshCo., ETcbid); 

else if (MdTVdETcbld) begin 
EState <= Fastricv; 
DmAd <= (EBufidk11)+PkHdren; 11 
HistAd <= TcbBuf{ApDsc); 
HistSz <= EPkLen - HorLen; 
HstDmaCmd <= R2hCod; 

end 

else 
EState <= InitRcv. 
DrmAd <= EBufidk11; 
HStAd <= EMsgAd+ MsghdLen; f 
HistSz <= EPkLen; 
HstDmaCmd <= R2hCod; 
Rcv8ufO <= EBufld; 

end 

FastRcv. begin 
EState <= UpdMdEntries, 
E2h Buf <= FstRovMsg: 
HstAd <= EMsgAd; 
HistSz <= MsgHaLen; 
HistDmacmd <= E2hCo.; 
RcVBufC) <= EBufld; 
TcbBuf <= TplUpd; 
MgrCmdC <= (ArmCa, ETcbld}; 

end 

UpdMdEntries: 
if exhausted begin 
clear TchBufTcblo){MdIVd}; 

end 
EState <= Fastrov; 

initRcv. begin 
EState <= idle, 
E2hBuf <= RcwReqMsg; 
HstAd <= EMsgAd; 
HistSz <= MsgHaLen; 
HstDmaCmd <= E2hCod; 
RCVBufC) <= EBufid; 
TchoSuf <= TplUpd; 

end 

US 2006/0168281 A1 

// GO TO NEXT STATE. 
// GET HOST BUFFER. 

II FLUSH DETECT - PARALLEL OPERATION 
// SAVE RECEIVE BUFFER NUMBER. 
// SAVE PACKET LENGTH. 

// F SOCKET RECEIVE ERROR. 
1/ GO FIND WORK 
// RETURNPACKET AND FLUSH. 

// IF APP BUFFER DSCR IS WALD. 
f/ GO TO NEXT STATE 
DRAMSOURCE ADDRESS. 

// HOST DESTINATION ADDRESS. 
// DMALENGTH. 
// DO RCW TO HOSDMA 

If SEND FIRST FAST-PATH PACKET TO 

if SEXT STATE. 
// SET DRAMSOURCE ADDRESS. 
SET HOST DESTINATION ADDRESS. 

// SET DMA LENGTH.. 
11 MOVE PACKET TO HOST. 
// RECYCLE RECEIVE BUFFER 

|| NOTFY HOST. 
If 
II SEND FAST-PATH RECEIVE MESSAGE 
If SET HOST DESTINATION ADDRESS. 
// SETDMA LENGTH. 
If MOVEMESSAGE TO HOST. 
11 RECYCLE RECEIVE BUFFER 

II UPDATE SOCKET STATE - PARALLE OPERATION. 
f/ SEND ARM RECEIVE COMMAND TO RCV MGR. 

If F THE MDL ENTRY IS EXHAUSTED 
// CLEAR THE MDL VALID BT 

1/ GO TO THE DESTATE 

// NOTFY HOST THAT FIRST FAST-PATH PACKET IS IN MESSAGE BUFFER 
// GO FND WORK 
// FORM RECEIVE REOUES MESSAGE. 
// SET HOST DESTINATION ADDRESS. 
// SET DMALENGTH. 
// MOVEMESSAGE TO HOS. 
// RECYCLE RECEIVE BUFFER 

If UPDATE SOCKETSATE - PARALLELOPERATION. 

SOCKET ENGINE STATES (CONTINUED) 
FIG 1 OE 
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KEY TO FIG 10 

MsgDat -> 

Msghdr MsgHaLen 

- - 

HOST 
MESSAGE 
BUFFER 

FIG 11 

MsgAd -> 
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(1500) 
(1501) 
(1502) 
(1503) 
(1504) 
(1505) 

(1506) 
(1507) 
(1508) 

(1509) 
(1510) 

(1510) 
(1511) 
(1512) 
(1513) 
(1514) 
(1515) 

(1516) 
(1517) 
(1518) 
(1519) 
(1520) 

(1521) 
(1522) 

FIRST PHASE (FAST-PATH EVENT PURGE) 
SktEng 
write MgrCmdO { PshCo Tcbid // SEND DISARM COMMAND. 

RcvMgr. 
read MgrCmdq. { PshCo Tchild // GET DISARM COMMAND. 
Write FStEvtC) { CrCd Tcbld ) // SEND PURGE MARKER 
clear MgrBuf Tchid) { EvtEn} // DSARM SOCKET RECEIVE. 

SECOND PHASE (SOCKET STATE SAVE) 
SktEng 
read FstEvtC) { Circd Tcbid) // GET DISARM MARKER. 
copy TchBuf Tchild) { SkTpl }, HstMemTcbAd) || SEND STATE TO HOST. 

(ALSO SEE LINES 1123-1126). 
read MsgBufO MsgAd ) 11 GET MESSAGE BUFFER 
write HstMem (MsgAd Msghd ) 11 NOTIFY HOST. 

THIRD PHASE (FAST-PATH QUEUE PURGE) 
SktEng 
Write DetCrmdC. { DblCd , Tchild) // SEND DISABLE COMMAND. 
Sktet a . 

read DetCmdO { DblCd Tcbld If GET DISABLE COMMAND. 
Cl? SktDscBuf Tchild) { DetEn } // DSABLE SOCKE DETECTION 
write DetvtQ { DblCd Tcbld ) // SEND PURGE MARKER 

RCVMgr 
read DetCrmdO { DblCd, Tcbld ) // GET PURGE MARKER 
while (SktRcvORdyTcbld) // IF SOCKETRCW DESCRIPTORS, 
copy Detvto (SlwCo, HdrCod, PkEnd), SwevtO If MOVE DESCRIPTOR TO SLOW QUEUE. 

Write SWEvtO { DblCd, Tcbla : // SEND PURGE MARKER 

SktEng 
read SwevtQ {DblCa, Tchld ) // GET PURGE MARKER 

CONNECTION FLUSH SEOUENCE 
F.G. 12 

US 2006/0168281 A1 
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(1600) XmtWindow = XmtSeqLmt - XmtAckNum ; // TRANSMIT WINDOW. 
(1601) PktAckSz F PktXmtAck - XmtAckNum ; // DATA BEING ACKED. 
(1602) XmtUnAckd = XmtSeqNum - XmtAckNum ; 11 DATA TO BE ACKED. 
(1603). XntWinAv = XmtSeqLmt - XmtSeqNum , 11 AVAILABLE WINDOW. 
(1604) CurCCwinc = XmtCcwSz + (MaxSegSz<<1) , 11 NEW CONGESTION WINDOW. 
(1605) NxtUnAckd = XmtSeqNum - PktXmtAck 11 DATA TO BE ACKED. 
(1606) NxtXmtlmt F PktXmtAck + PCKXntWin , 11 TRANSMIT LIMIT. 
(1607) NxtWinAv = NxtxmtLmt - XmtSeqNum , 11 AVAILABLE WINDOW. 
(1608) XmtAckNew = PktXmtAck - XmtAckNum ; 11 NEWACKDETECT. 
(1609) XmtWinNew = PktXmtWin = XmtWindow II WINDOW CHANGE. 
(1610) XmtAckDup = IXmtAckNew & XmtWinNew ; 11 ACK IS DUPLICATE. 
(1611) XmtAckVld = PktAckSz <= XmtunAckd , 11 ACK IS WALD. 
(1612) XmtAckOld = PktAckSz > XmtWindow ; // OLD ACK DETECT 
(1613) CurCCwStp = XmtCcwSz < NxtXmtSz ; // CONGESTION WINDOW STOP, 
(1614) CurWinStp = XmtWinAv < NxtXmtSz 11 WINDOWSTOP, 
(1615) NxtSlwdet = Curccwinc < MaxxmtWin ; // SLOWSTART DETECT. 
(1616) NxtWinGrw = PktXmtWin > MaxxmtWin ; // XMT WINDOWIS GROWING. 
(1617) NxtWinopn = (Xmt.SeqLmt - NxtXmtLmt) la 'Quadrant ; // XMT WINDOWIS OPENING. 
(1618) NxtWinShr = (NxtXmtLmt - XmtSeqLmt) la 'Quadrant ; // XMT WINDOWIS SHRINKING. 
(1619) NxtWinStp = NxtWinAv. < NxtXmtSz // WINDOW STOP, 
(1620) NxtXmtCcw = XmtAckNew XmtCcwSz II NEXT CONGESTION CTRL WIN. 
(1621). : NxtSWDet 2 CurCCwnC MaxXnt Win , 
(1622) NxtCcwStp = XmtAckNew 2 ; // CONGESTION WINDOW STOP, 
(1623) = ((XmtCcwSz - NxtUnAckd) << NxtXmtSz) 
(1624) : NxtSw)et 2 
(1625) = ((CurCCwinc - NxtUnAckd << NxtXmtSz) 
(1626) (MaxXmtWin - NxtUnAckd << NxtXmtSz) 
(1627) XmtAckEvt = XmtAckNew & (PktXntAck ==. Xmt.SegNum); // ACKING ALL SENT DATA. 
(1628) XmtWinFvt = NxtWinStp & (CurWinStp CurCCwStp) I TRANSMIT THRESHOLD DETECT. 
(1629) & NxtCcwStp, 

TALCS = ENDICATES VALUE FROM CB BUFFER 
UNDERLINE = |NDCATES VALUE FROM HEADER BUFFER 

INCOMING ACKPROCESSING 

XntWindow 
XmtCCWSZ 

re 
0............... XmtAckNum....................................... XntSeqNum .............................. XmfSeqLmt............... 4G (TcbBuf) 

Xmtunackd XmtWinAV — 

NxtUnAckd NxtWinAV 

PKtAcKSZ PktXmtWin 

0 .............................----....... PktXmtAck-...-...----------...................................................... NxtXmtLmt............. 4G (HdrBuf) 

ITALICS - INDICATES VALUE FROM TCB BUFFER 
UNDERLINE = INDICATES VALUE FROM HEADER BUFFER 

INCOMING ACKPROCESSING 

F.G. 14 
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(1700) CurWinFul = (ExpRovSeq == RcvSeqLmt) ; // 
(1701) HarLenOk = (Pkthdren == ExpHarlen) ; // 
(1702) PurAckDet = (PktPaySz. == 0) ; // 

(1703) ExpSeqDet = (PktRCVSea == Expracv.Seq), // 

(1704) Old Seq0et = ((RcvSeqLmt - PktRCVSea) < 'Quadrant If 
(1705) (PktRCVSeg - ExpRCWSeq) < 'Quadrant ; // 

(1706) WinPrbDet = (CurWinFul & PktPaySz= =1) || 
(1707) NxtSeqExp = (PkERCVSeq + PktPaySZ) // 

(1708) CurWinCvr = ((RcvSeqLmt - NxtSeqExp) < "Quadrant) ; // 
(1709) NewDatDet = ((NxtSeqExp - ExpRcvSeq) << 'Quadrant) // 
(1710) & OldSeqDet 
(1711) CurPktFull = (PktPaySz. == MaxSegSz) ; // 
(1712) Flush Det = CurWinCVr (ExpSeaDet & OldSeqDet) // 
(1713) NxtWinShr (XmtAckvid & XmtAckOld) ; 

TALCS = INDICATES VALUE FROM TCB BUFFER 
UNDERLINE = INDICATES VALUE FROM HEADER BUFFER 

NCOMING DATA PROCESSING 

- 
O ........................ RcWAckNunn .............................. ExpRev.Seq ................................ RevSéqLmt - - - - - - - - - - - - 4G (TcbBuf) 

PktPaySZ 

O .............................................--------------------------- PktRCVSeg........... NxtSeqexp ...................................... 4G (HdrBuf) 

ITALCS = INDICATES VALUE FROM TCB BUFFER 
UNDERLINE - INDICATES VALUE FROM HEADER BUFFER 

NCOMING DATA PROCESSING 

FG 16 
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15, 16 23 24 31 8 

FRAME STATUSB FRAME STATUSB FRAME STATUSB 

ME ECHO TIME ECHO 

WINDOW WINDOW PAYLOAD START PAYLOAD START 

PAYLOAD LENGTH PAYLOAD LENGTH TCP CHECKSUM TCP CHECKSUM 

HEADER BUFFER FORMAT 

THE HEADER BUFFERS REPRESENTED HERE AS MULTIPLE 32-BIT 
VALUES TO MAKE THE LLUSTRATION MORE COMPACT FOR LLUSTRATIVE 
PURPOSES. IN ACTUALITY, THE 32-BIT VALUES SET FORTH ABOVE ARE 
CONCATENATED END-TO-END. THE HEADER BUFFER IS ONE-BIT DEEP 

AND 8X32 BITS LONG 

F.G. 17 
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BIT NAME DESCRIPTION 

05:04 NetVer This network layer version detected by the RovSeq. 
1 Network version is unknown. 
2 Network version is other. 
3. Network version is 4. 
- Network version is 6. 

03:00 NetType She combined network and frame layer types detected by the RcvSea. 
- Frame type is unknown. 
- reserved. 
-Frame is 802.3 type. 

4. Unused Code. 
5 Frame is 802.3 non-snap. 
- Frame is 802.3 with Snap header. 
7-Frame is unrecognized ethernet type. 
- Frame is unrecognized 802.3-snap type. 
- Frame is ethernet control type with type field = 0x8808. 

A. Frame is 802.3-Snap control type with type field = 0x8808. 
B Frame is IPX1 on ethernet type. 
- Frame is IPX1 on 802.3-snap type. 

D Frame is IPX2 on ethernet type. 
E-Frame is IPX2 on 802.3-snap type. 
F Frame is IP on ethernet type. 

- Frame is IP on 802.3-Sanp type. 

FRAME STATUSA (CONTINUED) 
F.G. 18B 

KEY TO FIG. 18 

FG. 
18A 

FG. 
18B 

F.G. 18 
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BIT NAME DESCRIPTION 

31 802.3Ofw The 802.3 size/count exhausted before the end of the frame. 
30 TprtFlags The transport flags require attention. 
29 TprtOpt Transport header options were detected. 
28 TprtOfw Transport layer completed before the end of the network layer. 
27 NetOpt Network header options were detected. 
26 OffsetDet A nonzero offset value was detected for the network layer. 
25 Fragdet Transport fragmentation was detected at the network layer. 
24 NetOflw Network layer completed before the end of the frame. 
23 Attn Attention Bit: Indicates that one of the following conditions occured: 

MacAddrDet or ipMcst or MacMcst or Tcplp or TcpVera or 802.3Ufw or 
RcvEarly or Bufofiw or InvalidPreamble or FcsError or DribbleNibble or 
CodeViolation or TprtChkError Tprthdren Err or NetHarChkError 
NetHorten Err or NetUftw. 

22 pBcst The RovSeq detected an IP broadcast address. 
21 IpMcSt The RCVSeq detected and IP multicast address. 
20 PauSe Det The received control frame contained a pause command. 
19 Ctrl Frame A control frame was received at the special multicast address. 
18 MagicOet A magic wake up frame was detected. 
17 MacBCSt The Mac detected a broadcast destination address. 
16 MacMcSt The Mac detected a multicast destination address. 
15 MacBDet Frame's destination address matched the Contents of MacAddrb. 
14 MacADet Frame's destination address matched the Contents of MacAddra. 
13:12 Maclid ld number of the Mac via which this packet was received. 

11:09 SessType he session layer detected by the RovSeq. 
1 Session is unknown. 
2 Session is NFS/RPC. 
3. Session is FTP-Data. 
4- Session is WW-HTTP. 
5 Session is NetBioS. 
6 Session is reserved. 
7- Session is reserved. 
- Session is other protocol. 

08:06 Tp?tType he transport layer detected by the RCVSeq. 
- Transport is unknown. 
- Transport is Tcplp or Nisplpx 
- Transport is Udplp or Riplpx. 
- Transport is NetBiospx. 
- Transport is Ncplpx. 
- Transport is Spxpx. 
- Transport is Saplpx. 
- Transport is other. 

FRAME STATUS A 

F.G. 18A 
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BIT 

31 
30 
29 
28 
27 

26 
25 

24 
23 
22 
21 
20 
19 
18 
17 

16 

NAME 

802.3Ufw 
RcvEarly 
Bufo fivy 

PktMissed 
CarrierEvent 
GOOdPacket 
Long Event 
InVldPrmb 
CCET 
DrbNbb 
Coderr 
TprtChkErr 
TprthdrLen 
NetChkErr 
NetUflw 
NetHodren 

15:08 MacHsh 

07:00 CtxHSh 

DESCRIPTION 

The frame ended before the 802.3 size/count exhausted. 
Data was lost due to insufficient dma bandwidth. 

The frame length exceeded the capacity of the current buffer. 
A frame was missed prior to receiving the current frame. 
Refer to E110 Technical Manual. 
Refer to E110 Technical Manual. 
Refer to E110 Technical Manual. 
Refer to E110 Technical Manual. 
Refer to E110 Technical Manual. 

. Refer to E110 Technical Manual. 
Refer to E110 Technical Manual. 

A transport layer checksum error was detected. 
Transport header length error was detected. 
A network header checksum error was detected. 
The frame ended before the Network length was satisfied. 
Network header length error was detected. 
The cumulative XOR of all bytes of the dest mac address of the. 
packet received. 
The 8-bit context hash generated by exclusive-oring all bytes of 
the IP source address, IP destination address, transport source 
port, and the transport destination port. 

FRAME STATUSB 

FIG. 19 
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ULONG row wind; 7" receive window "f 
ULONG snd wind; /* Send window "f 
USHORT trttvar, /* variance in round-trip time "f 
USHORT tide; /* inactivity time (hw?)"/ 
USHORT trxtcur; /* current retransmit value "l 
UCHAR trttupdated; ?" number of times rtt sampled "I 
UCHAR snd scale, f" window scaling for send window "/ 
ULONG snd wit, f" window update seg seqnbr "f 
ULONG snd wi2; ?" window update seg acknbr / 
ULONG ts recent age; /* when TS echo last updated "/ 
ULONG ts recent; f" timestamp echo data / 
ULONG last ack sent; /"rcvnxt of last Ack"/ 

} top Stvars, /* 100 bytes */ 

* Header Template 

struct xmit buffer f* { */ 
ULONG reserved 1, 
USHORT byte count; f" byte count of frame to be xmitted “f 
USHORT reserved2, 
ULONG reserved3; 
ULONG link, f" link descriptor to next frame */ 
structinic frame hdr f { */ 

USHORT trmpit len; f" len of template hadr (incl this) */ 
UCHAR dhosts); /* MAC packet starts here */ 
UCHAR shost(6): 
USHORT type, 
UCHAR ip whl; 
UCHAR ip tos; 
USHORT ip len; 
USHORT ip id; 
USHORT ip fragoff; 
UCHAR ip ttl; 
UCHAR ip prol; 
USHORT ipcsum: 
ULONG SrCaddr: 
ULONG distaddr, 
USHORT srcport; 
USHORT dstport; 
ULONG top seq; 
ULONG top ack, 
USHORT top hl figs, 
USHORT top win; 
USHORT top csum, 
USHORT top urg; 
ULONG top tsopt, f" timestamp option "f 
ULONG pad; ?" ensures space for VLAN & TS opt "1 

} inic frame hdr, 
} xmit buffer, /* 16 + 64 bytes */ 
#endiff C code */ 

FIG. 20B 
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#if (C code) 
f* 

* The constituents of a TCB block are set forth below. The TCB block 
* is shared between the ATCP driver on the host and the ND. The 
* TCB block is one contiguous block (180 bytes) of fields in the host 

that gets DMA'd back and forth between host and NID. ULONG is 
* four bytes, UCHAR is one byte, and USHORT is two bytes. 
risk krikirk riskirkyrkatskirkyrierreir 

*/ 
struct tcpcb f" ("/ 

USHORT ip ckbase; f IP base checksum. / 
USHORT top ckbase, /* TCP base chksum of template hdr 

excluding top Seq, top lack & top win 
and assuming top hl figs - ACK, 
and including TCP pseudo-hdr with 
payload of 20 (std TCP horien) 

ULONG hostitchaddrl. /* This TCB's address in host mem. "I 
ULONG hostitchaddrh. 

f 
* The following fields are ordered specifically to match sizes and to match 
* the order in which they are read/written. 
*/ 

ULONG max_rownd; /* rCV win established by host (sb hiwat) */ 
ULONG max sndwind; /* largest win peer has offered "l 
USHORT trttmin; 1 minimum tt allowed "f 
USHORT pst timer, f' timer Count for Current PST */ 
USHORT t maxseg, / maximum segment size */ 
UCHAR t dupacks, f" consecutive dup acks recd “I 
UCHAR t shflags; f* flags shared between BSD & NID */ 
ULONG trtseq; ?" sequence number being timed "I 
ULONG snd nxt. f* Send next / 
ULONG snd max; /* highest sequence number sent; used to recognize retransmits */ 
ULONG row adv; f* advertised window */ 
ULONG snd Cwnd; f' congestion-controlled win */ 
USHORT rtir timer, f' timer Count for Current RTR 'f 
UCHAR trxtshift, f log(2) of persistexp. backoff */ 
UCHAR row scale, f window scaling for recw window */ 
USHORT trt; f" round trip time (bumped per tick) "/ 
USHORT tSrtt, f' smoothed round-trip time"/ 
ULONG snd una; f* send unacknowledged "I 
ULONG row nxt. I receive next / 

FIG 2 OA 
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TCP/IP OFFLOAD DEVICE WITH REDUCED 
SEQUENTIAL PROCESSING 

CROSS REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

0001. The present application claims the benefit under 35 
USC 120 of (is a continuation-in-part of) application Ser. 
No. 10/729,111, which has the same title and inventors, and 
which is incorporated by reference herein. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

0002 Computers communicate over the internet (and 
many other networks) using the TCP/IP protocol suite. Such 
a computer communicates by transmitting information in 
TCP/IP packets onto the network and by receiving informa 
tion in TCP/IP packets from the network. The TCP and IP 
protocols are, however, fairly complex. In a simple conven 
tional computer architecture, the central processing unit 
(CPU) of the computer may have to sacrifice a considerable 
amount of its processing power to perform the TCP/IP 
protocol processing necessary to allow the computer to 
communicate over the network. This reduces the amount of 
processing power available to do the other tasks that are the 
principal functions of the computer. 
0003) Devices called TCP Offload Engines (TOE) 
devices have therefore been developed. In one definition, a 
TOE device is a device that performs some or all of the TCP 
and IP protocol processing for the computer such that the 
processing power of the computer's CPU can be devoted to 
other tasks. TOE devices are often realized on expansion 
cards called network interface cards (NIC) cards. ANIC card 
that includes a type of TOE device is sometimes called an 
Intelligent Network Interface Card (INIC). 
0004 U.S. Pat. No. 6,247,173 describes on example of a 
TOE. The TOE device includes a processor as well as 
several other devices. The processor on the TOE executes 
firmware instructions that are stored on the TOE device. As 
networking speeds have increased, so too have the process 
ing demands imposed on the processor of Such a TOE. One 
way TOE processing power has been increased is by increas 
ing the clock rate of the processor. This increases the rate at 
which the processor fetches and/or executes instructions. 
There are, however, practical limits on how high the pro 
cessor clock rate can be increased. Advances in semicon 
ductor processing technology over time have allowed ever 
increasing processor clock rates, but it is envisioned that the 
rate of increase will not be adequate to keep pace with the 
future demands on processing power due to even more rapid 
increases in network speeds. 
0005 If TOE throughput cannot be sufficiently increased 
simply by increasing processor clock speeds, then other 
techniques will have to be employed if the desired increased 
throughput is to be achieved. One technique for increasing 
throughput involves increasing the width of the processor's 
data bus and using a wider data bus and ALU. Although this 
might increase the rate at which certain TOE functions are 
performed, the execution of other functions will still likely 
be undesirably slow due to the sequential processing nature 
of the other TCP/IP offload tasks. Other computer architec 
ture techniques that might be employed involve using a 
multi-threaded processor and/or pipelining in an attempt to 
increase the number of instructions executed per unit time, 
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but again clock rates can be limiting. A special purpose 
processor that executes a special instruction set particularly 
suited to TCP/IP protocol processing can be employed to do 
more processing with a given executed instruction, but Such 
a processor still requires sequential fetching of instructions. 
Another technique that might be employed involves using a 
SuperScalar processor that executes multiple instructions at 
the same time. But again, TCP/IP protocol processing tasks 
often involve many different functions that are done in 
sequential fashion. Even with a special instruction set and a 
SuperScalar processor, it still may be necessary to increase 
clock rates beyond possible rates in order to meet the 
throughput demands imposed by future network speeds. It is 
envisioned that Supporting the next generation of high-speed 
networks will require pushing the clock speeds of even the 
most state-of-the-art processors beyond available rates. 
Even if employing Such an advanced and expensive proces 
sor on a TOE were possible, employing Such a processor 
would likely be unrealistically complex and economically 
impractical. A solution is desired. 

SUMMARY 

0006) A network interface device (NID) is capable of 
offloading a host computer of TCP protocol processing 
tasks. The NID is sometimes called a TOE (TCP Offload 
Engine) device. 

0007. In a first aspect, the NID involves a first memory, 
a second memory, and combinatorial logic. The first 
memory stores and simultaneously outputs multiple TCP 
state variables. These TCP state variables may, for example, 
include: a receive packet sequence limit number, an 
expected receive packet sequence number, a transmit 
sequence limit number, a transmit acknowledge number, and 
a transmit sequence number. The second memory stores and 
simultaneously outputs values from the header of an incom 
ing packet. These header values may, for example, include: 
a receive packet sequence number, a packet payload size 
number, a packet acknowledge number, and a packet trans 
mit window number. 

0008. The combinatorial logic simultaneously receives: 
1) the TCP state variables from the first memory, and 2) the 
header values from the second memory all simultaneously. 
From at least two TCP state variables and at least two header 
values, the combinatorial logic generates a flush detect 
signal. The flush detect signal is indicative of whether an 
exception condition (for example, an error condition) has 
occurred related to the TCP connection to which the TCP 
state variables pertain. The combinatorial logic is, for 
example, part of a state machine where the flush detect 
signal is determined from the TCP state variables and the 
header values in a single clock period of the clock signal that 
causes the state machine to transition from State to state. 

0009. In contrast to a sequential processor that would 
fetch instructions, decode the instructions, and then execute 
the instructions in order to perform multiple reads of TCP 
state variables from a memory and to perform multiple reads 
of header variables from a memory and then to use these 
read values and variables to determine whether the flush 
condition exists, the combinatorial logic of the NID is 
supplied with all the TCP state variables and header values 
necessary to make the determination at the same time. 
Accordingly, retrieving the TCP state variables and header 
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values does not involve a large number of time consuming 
sequential memory accesses. Moreover, the state machine 
does not fetch instructions or execute instructions. No 
sequential fetching of instructions is necessary. No complex 
pipelining of instruction decoding is required. Still further, 
the determination of whether a flush condition exists is 
performed by high-speed combinatorial hardware logic to 
which the TCP state variables and header values are supplied 
as inputs. Rather than performing this test in Software as a 
sequence of discrete logic tests, the combinatorial hardware 
logic performs the tests in parallel at hardware logic gate 
speeds. 

0010. In a second aspect, a NID includes a state machine 
that updates multiple TCP state variables in a TCB buffer all 
simultaneously, thereby avoiding sequential instruction 
execution to perform this task and avoiding sequential 
writing of multiple values to a memory structure. Bottle 
necks associated with writing to a memory structure through 
a narrow data bus are avoided. The memory structure 
holding the TCP state variables is very wide and allows all 
the values to be written into the memory at the same time 
such that the TCP state update is performed in one or a very 
Small number of memory write operations. 

0011. In a third aspect, a NID involves a state machine 
and a DMA controller. The state machine uses the DMA 
controller to transfer information to, and receive information 
from, a host computer. To set up the DMA controller to make 
a move of information, the source of the information is 
supplied to the DMA controller, the amount of information 
to move is supplied to the DMA controller, and the desti 
nation address where the information is to be placed is given 
to the DMA controller. In contrast to a sequential processor 
NIC card design where multiple sequential steps are 
required to set up a DMA transfer, the state machine of the 
NID in accordance with the third aspect simultaneously 
supplies the DMA controller with the source of the infor 
mation to move, the amount of information to move, and the 
destination address where the information is to be placed all 
at the same time within one state of the state machine's 
operation. 

0012. The architectural aspect of storing TCP state vari 
ables and packets headers in a very wide memory structure 
in Such a way that these variables and headers are accessed 
at one time in parallel and are processed by a hardware state 
machine, and such that the resulting updated TCP state 
variables are all written back to the wide memory in parallel 
in one or a very Small number of memory writes is appli 
cable not only to systems where control of a TCP connection 
is passed back and forth between a TOE device and a host, 
but it is also applicable to systems where a TOE remains in 
control of a TCP connection and where control of the TCP 
connection is not transferrable between the TOE and the 
host. By employing novel TOE architectural aspects set 
forth in this patent document, the number of packets pro 
cessed per unit time can be increased without increasing the 
maximum clock speed or, alternatively, if the number of 
packets to be processed per unit time is to remain constant 
then the maximum clock speed can be reduced. Reducing 
clock speed for a given amount of processing throughput 
reduces power consumption of the overall TOE system. 
Moreover, the novel TOE architecture allows memory 
access bandwidth requirements to be relaxed for a given 
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amount of packet processing throughput, thereby allowing 
less expensive memories to be used and further reducing 
TOE system cost. 

0013. Other embodiments and details are also described 
below. This summary does not purport to define the inven 
tion. The claims, and not this Summary, define the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0014 FIG. 1 (Prior Art) is a diagram of a system in which 
a network interface device (NID) operates in accordance 
with the present invention. 
0015 FIG. 2 is a simplified block diagram of an appli 
cation specific integrated circuit (ASIC) of the NID of FIG. 
1. All the read and write strobe signals and all the control 
signals between the various blocks that are necessary to 
carry out the data movements described are not illustrated in 
the diagram because including all those signals would 
obscure the information flow being explained and would 
result in a large diagram that would be difficult to read in a 
printed patent document. 

0016 FIG. 3 is a table that sets forth the mnemonics used 
to refer to the various blocks of FIG. 2. 

0017 FIG. 4 is a table that sets forth how each of the 
blocks of FIG. 2 is organized. 
0018 FIG. 5 is a table that sets forth a brief description 
of each mnemonic used in the table of FIG. 4. 

0.019 FIG. 6 is a table that sets forth the various variables 
that make up each variable in the left column of the table. 
0020 FIG. 7 sets forth in hardware description 
pseudocode what the various blocks of FIG. 2 do to perform 
slow-path receive processing of a packet. 

0021 FIG. 8 sets forth in hardware description 
pseudocode what the various blocks of FIG. 2 do in a 
connection handout sequence. 
0022 FIG. 9 sets forth in hardware description 
pseudocode what the various blocks of FIG. 2 do to perform 
fast-path receive processing of a packet. 

0023 FIG. 10 sets forth in hardware description 
pseudocode what occurs in each of the states of the Socket 
engine SktEng state machine of FIG. 2. 
0024 FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating of the organization 
of a host message buffer. 

0.025 FIG. 12 sets forth in hardware description 
pseudocode what the various blocks of FIG. 2 do in a 
connection flush sequence. 

0026 FIG. 13 sets forth in hardware description 
pseudocode what the combinatorial logic of the Socket 
engine SktEng State machine does to perform incoming 
acknowledge (ACK) processing. 

0027 FIG. 14 is a diagram that illustrates various rela 
tionships between the various variables used in FIG. 13. 
0028 FIG. 15 sets forth in hardware description 
pseudocode what the combinatorial logic of the Socket 
engine SktEng state machine does to perform incoming data 
processing. 
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0029 FIG. 16 is a diagram that illustrates various rela 
tionships between the various variables used in FIG. 15. 
0030 FIG. 17 sets forth the format of a header buffer. 
0031 FIG. 18 sets forth the various parts of the FRAME 
STATUS A component of the header buffer of FIG. 17. 
0032 FIG. 19 sets forth the various parts of the FRAME 
STATUS B component of the header buffer of FIG. 17. 
0033 FIG. 20 sets forth the various component values 
that make up a TCB and that are stored in a TCB buffer. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0034 FIG. 1 is a simplified diagram of an exemplary 
system 1 used to illustrate the present invention. System 1 is 
coupled to a packet-switched network 2. Network 2 can, for 
example, be a local area network (LAN) and/or a collection 
of networks. Network 2 can, for example, be the Internet. 
Network 2 can, for example, be an IP-based SAN that runs 
iSCSI. Network 2 may, for example, be coupled to system 
1 via media that communicates electrical signals, via fiber 
optic cables, and/or via a wireless communication channel. 
0035) System 1 includes a host 3 and a network interface 
device (NID) 4. Host 3 may, for example, be embodied on 
a motherboard. NID 4 may, for example, be an expansion 
card that couples to the motherboard. Host 3 includes a 
central processing unit (CPU) 5 or CPU chip-set, and an 
amount of storage 6. In the illustrated example, storage 6 
includes a combination of semiconductor memory and mag 
netic disc storage. CPU5 executes software stored in storage 
6. The Software includes a network protocol processing 
stack including a media access protocol processing layer, an 
IP protocol processing layer, a TCP protocol processing 
layer, and an application layer. The protocol layer on top of 
the TCP protocol processing layer is sometimes called a 
session layer and is sometimes called an application layer. In 
the description below, the layers referred to as the applica 
tion layer. 
0036). NID 4 is coupled to host 3 via hostbus 7, a bridge 
8, and local bus 9. Host bus 7 may, for example, be a PCI 
bus or another computer expansion bus. NID 4 includes an 
application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) 10, an amount 
of dynamic random access memory (DRAM) 11, and Physi 
cal Layer Interface (PHY) circuitry 12. NID 4 includes 
specialized protocol processing acceleration hardware for 
implementing “fast-path’ processing wherein certain types 
of network communications are accelerated in comparison 
to “slow-path’ processing wherein the remaining types of 
network communications are handled at least in part by the 
protocol processing stack executing on host 3. In the illus 
trated embodiment, the certain types of network communi 
cations accelerated are TCP/IP communications that meet 
certain fast-path criteria. NID 4 is therefore sometimes 
called a TCP Offload Engine (TOE). 
0037 For additional information on systems that perform 
fast-path and slow-path processing, see: U.S. Pat. No. 6,247. 
060; U.S. Pat. No. 6,226,680; U.S. Pat. No. 6,247,173: 
Published U.S. Patent Application No. 2001 0021949; Pub 
lished U.S. Patent Application No. 20010027496: Published 
U.S. Patent Application No. 20010047433; and U.S. patent 
application Ser. No. 10/420,364 (the content of each of the 
above-identified patents, published patent applications and 
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patent applications is incorporated herein by reference). 
System 1 of FIG. 1 employs techniques set forth in these 
documents for transferring control of TCP/IP connections 
between a host protocol processing stack and a network 
interface device. That information on how control of a 
TCP/IP connection is passed from host to network interface 
device and from network interface device back to the host is 
expressly incorporated by reference into this document as 
background information. 
0038 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of ASIC 10 of FIG. 1. 
ASIC 10 includes a receive MAC block (RcvMac) 20, a 
receive parser block (RcvPrs) 21, a socket detector block 
(SktDet) 22, a receive manager block (RcvMgr) 23, a socket 
engine block (SktEng) 24, a DMA controller/PCI bus inter 
face unit block 25, a DRAM controller block 26, an SRAM 
block 27, a transmit format sequencer block (XmtFmtSqr) 
28, and a transmit MAC block (XmtMac) 29. The remaining 
blocks indicate memory structures such as buffers and 
queues. A block labeled with a label ending in the letter “O'” 
indicates the block is a queue. A block labeled with a label 
ending in the letters “Buf indicates the block is a buffer or 
a set of buffers. The queues and buffers are used to pass 
information between the various other blocks. 

0039) Operation of system 1 is described below by 
describing: 1) a slow-path receive sequence, 2) a connection 
handout sequence wherein control of a connection is passed 
from the host to the NID, 3) a fast-path receive sequence 
wherein TCP and IP protocol processing of packets received 
over the handed out connection is performed on the NID, 4) 
operation of the Socket engine, and 5) a connection flush 
sequence wherein control of a connection is passed from the 
NID to the host. In these descriptions, mnemonics are used 
to refer to the various blocks of FIG. 2. 

0040 FIG. 3 is a table that sets forth the mnemonics used 
to refer to the various blocks of FIG. 2. Each of different 
types of memory blocks in FIG. 2 contains information that 
is formatted in a certain fashion. 

0041 FIG. 4 is a table that sets forth how each of the 
memory blocks of FIG. 2 is organized. The first row of FIG. 
4, for example, indicates that the particular header buffer 
(HdrBuf) entry addressed by Harid contains a parse header 
(PrsHd) followed by a packet header (PktHd). HarBuf is a 
mnemonic that stands for header buffer, Hdrid is a mne 
monic that stands for header buffer identifier, PrsHd is a 
mnemonic that stands for parse header, and Pkthd is a 
mnemonic that stands for packet header. 
0.042 FIG. 5 is a table that sets forth a brief description 
of each mnemonic used in the table of FIG. 4. The items of 
information set forth in FIG. 5 are sometimes called “vari 
ables' in the description below. A variable may itself be 
made up of multiple other variables. 
0.043 FIG. 6 is a table that sets forth the various variables 
that make up each variable in the left column of the table. 
The first row of FIG. 6, for example, indicates that a socket 
tuple (SkTpl) is made up of a transmit acknowledge number 
(XmtAckNum), a transmit sequence number (XmtSeqNum), 
a transmit sequence limit (XmtSeqLmt), a transmit conges 
tions control window size (XmtCcwSZ), a maximum seg 
ment size (MaxSegSz), a maximum transmit window 
(MaxXmtWin), a receive sequence limit (RcvSeqLmt), an 
expected receive sequence number (RcVSeqExp), an 
expected header length (ExpHdrLen), and a transmit control 
block address (TchAd). 
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Slow-Path Packet Receive Sequence: 
0044 FIG. 7 sets forth, in hardware description 
pseudocode, what the various blocks of FIG. 2 do to 
perform slow-path processing of a packet. A line in the 
pseudocode is referred to by the line number that appears in 
parentheses to the left of the line. 
0045. Initially, a packet of network information enters 
ASIC 10 from PHY 12 as indicated by arrow 30 in FIG. 2. 
In FIG. 7, lines 701-703 indicate actions taken by the 
RcvMac block (RcvMac) 20. As indicated in line 701, 
RcvMac 20 parses the incoming packet RcvPk and looks at 
preambles and postambles coming off the network. RcvMac 
20 checks the CRC value at the end of the packet, detects 
whether there was a collision after the packet started being 
received onto RcvMac, and performs other standard func 
tions. RcvMac 20 generates a status word RcvSt indicating 
the results of this checking. The RcvMac looks at destination 
link addresses and based on this information filters out 
packets that are not destined for NID 4. In one embodiment, 
the RcvMac is a commercially available block of circuitry 
designed by another company. If the packet is destined for 
NID 4, then RcvMac 20 puts a corresponding entry on the 
first-in-first-out RcvMacQ 31. The pushing of the entry 
includes the packet RcvPk as well as the status word RcvSt 
as indicated by lines 702 and 703. 
0046) The receive parser block (RcvPrs) 21 pops the 
entry off the RcvMacQ. In FIG. 7, lines 705-708 indicate 
actions taken by RcvPrs block 21. But before RcvPrs 21 
pops the entry, it identified a location in DRAM11 where the 
information will be stored. All packets passing through NID 
4 are temporarily stored in DRAM 11. DRAM 11 is 2M 
bytes in total and is sectioned into 1024 buffers. Each buffer 
is 2048 bytes in length each. Each buffer can therefore be 
identified by a 10-bit buffer identifier (Bufld) that identifies 
the starting address of the buffer. To obtain the 21-bit starting 
address of the corresponding buffer, eleven zeros are added 
to the right of Bufld. Storing the Bufld without the eleven 
Zeros (that would always be Zeros anyway) saves memory 
Space. 

0047 A queue called the receive buffer queue RcvBufG 
(see FIG. 2) is a queue that stores Buflds of DRAM buffers 
that are free and available for use by RcvPrs block 21. 
RcvPrs block 21 pops the RcvBufC and obtains a Bufld as 
indicated by line 705. RcvPrs receives the Bufid value, and 
shifts the value eleven bits to the left to obtain the starting 
address of the buffer in DRAM. Once RcvPrs has a place to 
put the packet, RcvPrs starts parsing the entry pulled off the 
RcvMacQ (line 706) and generates a parse header Prshid. 

0.048. The constituents of this parse header PrsHd are 
indicated in FIG. 6. For additional, more detailed informa 
tion, see FIGS. 18 and 19. Frame status A and frame status 
B together comprise the PrsHd. Bit 23 of frame status A is 
the attention bit Attn. The Attin bit indicates, among other 
exception and error conditions, if the transport and network 
layer protocols of the packet are not TCP and IP. 

0049. One of the constituents of the parse header PrsHd 
is a header length code HarCd. The header length code 
HdrCd indicates how deep the headers extend into the 
packet that was received. As indicated by FIG. 4, the 
RcvMacQ entry includes the receive packet RcvPk and 
receive status RcvSt. Returning to FIG. 7, RcvPrs block 21 
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prepends (line 707) the parse header PrsHd onto the packet 
RcvPk and writes this information into the receive buffer 
RcvBufidentified by the value Bufld (Bufld was popped off 
the RcvBufC) in line 705). RcvPrs 21 performs this write by 
putting the information to be written into PrsWrDatO and 
then putting an instruction to DRAM controller 26 onto 
PrsWrReqQ. The instruction on PrsWeReqQ tells DRAM 
controller 26 to move data out of PrsWrDatO and to put it 
into the appropriate buffer in DRAM. The request instruc 
tion indicates a number of bytes to pull off the PrsWrDatO 
and also indicates a starting address in DRAM. DRAM 
controller 26 at Some time later pops the request instruction 
off PrsWrReqQ that tells it how much to pop off the 
PrsWrDatO and where to write the data. The designation in 
line 707 of “write RcvBufBufld{PrsHd, RevPk” means 
write to the “receive buffer identified by the value Bufld, 
and to write the parse header Prshd prepended to the RcvPk. 
The {} symbols enclose the information to write. The 
bracket symbols I enclose a value that indicates which 
receive buffer within RicvBuf it is that will be written. 

0050. Next, in line 708, RcvPrs block 20 writes an entry 
onto the parse event queue PrshvtO 32 (see FIG. 2). The 
entry includes a packet end indicator PkEnd that alerts the 
socket detector block SktDet 22 of the arrival of the packet 
and the next free location (PkEnd) that can be written to in 
the buffer. PkEnd “Packet end is a pointer that points to the 
end of the packet in DRAM (the beginning address of the 
buffer in DRAM, plus the size of the packet, plus the size of 
the parse header). From PkEnd, the socket detector SktDet 
extracts the original buffer ID that points beginning to the 
buffer and also extracts the size of the packet. The receive 
parser RcvPrs also includes a socket hash (SkHsh), and the 
socket descriptor (SktDSc) in the entry that it pushes onto 
PrshvtO. As indicated by FIG. 6, the socket descriptor 
SktDSc includes: a header length code (HdrCd), the IP 
source address (Src Ad), the IP destination address (DstAd), 
the TCP source port (SrcPt), and the TCP destination port 
(DstPt). Each socket descriptor includes a DetFn bit. 
0051. In a prior TOE device, the socket descriptor and 
hash were prepended onto front of the packet where the 
packet is stored in DRAM. To perform a TCB look up, the 
front part of the packet where the socket descriptor and hash 
were stored had to be first transferred out of DRAM to get 
the hash and socket descriptor necessary to perform the TCB 
lookup. In contrast to such a prior TOE device, the present 
TOE device passes the hash straight to the socket detector 
via the PrsEvtO. Each PrsEvtO entry contains PkEnd, 
SkHsh and SktDsc (see line 708). The packet is left in 
DRAM. Passing the hash and socket detector straight to the 
socket detector avoids having to transfer the front of the 
packet out of DRAM before the socket detector can perform 
the TCB lookup operation. Reducing the amount of DRAM 
accessing in this way allows the spared available DRAM 
access bandwidth to be used for other purposes. 
0.052 Lines 710-712 in FIG. 7 indicate the operation of 
the socket detector block SktDet 22. SktDet block 22 pops 
the PrsvtO as indicated by line 710 and uses the retrieved 
hash SkHsh to see if the retrieved socket descriptor SktDsc 
is one of up to 4096 socket descriptors stored in a socket 
descriptor buffer SktDscEuf. SktDscEuf (see FIG. 2) is a 
dual-port memory that has 1024 buckets, where each bucket 
contains four socket descriptor buffers, and where each 
buffer can store one socket descriptor. If a TCP/IP connec 
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tion is being handled in fast-path, then a socket descriptor 
for the connection will be stored in the SktDscEuf. 

0053) The hash SkHsh retrieved from the entry popped 
off the PrsEvtO identifies one of the 1024 hash buckets. The 
socket detector block SktDet uses this SkHsh to identify the 
proper hashbucket and then checks each of the possible four 
socket descriptors stored in the hash bucket to see if one of 
those stored socket descriptors matches the Socket descriptor 
retrieved from the PrsEvtO. 
0054. In the presently described example, the packet is a 
slow-path packet. Accordingly, the “test” of line 711 results 
in no match. Socket detector (SktDet) then writes into 
DetBvtO a slow code SlwCd, the PkEnd value, and a header 
length code HarCd. The SlwCd is a two-bit value that 
indicates that the packet is a slow-path packet (i.e., there was 
no socket descriptor match). The header code HarCd is a 
2-bit code generated by the RcvPrs that indicates how deep 
the headers go in the particular packet. The headers extend 
to different depths into a packet depending on the type of 
packet received. The length of the header varies because the 
packet may or may not have certain headers like 802.3 
headers, snap header, VLAN header, RDMA header, ISCSI 
header. HarCd indicates how much of the packet needs to be 
DMA’d into the header buffer HodrEBuf from DRAM 11 to 
make Sure all the appropriate headers of the packet have 
been transferred. To conserve bandwidth on DRAM 11, 
either 64 bytes, or 128 bytes, or 192 bytes, or 256 bytes are 
transferred from DRAM 11 to the header buffer HodrEBuf. The 
amount transferred is the Smallest amount that still results in 
the headers being transferred. The socket engine SktEng 
block 24 only needs to look at the headers and does not have 
to look at the packet payload. 
0.055 The operations performed by receive manager 
RcvMgr block 23 are set forth in lines 714 and 715 of FIG. 
7. RcvMgr pulls the entry off the DetEvtO. As indicated by 
FIG. 4, an entry on the DetFvtO can have one of four 
formats. The entry can, for example, start with a slow code 
SlwCd to indicate that the associated packet is to be handled 
in slow-path. Alternatively, the entry can start with a fast 
code FstCd to indicate that the associated packet is to be 
handled in fast-path. A DetEvtO entry can also start with an 
enable code EnbCd or a disable code DblCd. 

0056. There is a slow path event queue SlwEvtO through 
which the receive manager RcVMgr communicates slow 
path events to the Socket engine SktEng for further process 
ing. There is also a fast path event queue FstEvtO through 
which the receive manager RcVMgr communicates fast-path 
events to the Socket engine SktEng for further processing. 
Each of these queues has a ready bit. This bit indicates to the 
Socket engine SktEng that the queue has an entry to be 
popped. 

0057. In the present example, the RcvMgr block 23 
detects the presence of a slow code SlwCd in the DetFvtO 
entry. The RcvMgr block 23 therefore merely writes the 
entry back out on the slow event queue SlwFvtO. The 
various variables of an entry that is written onto the Slw 
EvtO are set forth in FIG. 4. 
0.058. The socket engine SktEng is in its idle state and 
detects the ready bit of the SlwEvtO. It pops the entry off the 
SlwEvtO as indicated in line 717. (Also see line 1001 of 
FIG. 10 that will be explained later on in the description of 
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the socket engine states). From the slow code SlwCd in the 
entry popped, the Socket engine SktEng knows it has to just 
pass the associated packet off to host 3 because in slow-path 
processing the host stack performs TCP and IP protocol 
processing. 

0059 NID 4 passes information to host 3 by a message 
buffer mechanism. By this mechanism, host 3 maintains a 
queue of message buffer identifiers in a message buffer 
queue MsgBufC (see FIG. 2) on NID 3. Each of these 
message buffer identifiers indicates a starting address of a 
free message buffer in host storage 6. NID 4 can use these 
message buffers to pass information to the host stack. 
0060. The socket engine SktEng therefore pops Msg 
Bufo and obtains a message buffer address MsgAd of a free 
message buffer (line 718). (Also see line 1079 of FIG. 10 
that will be explained later on the description of the socket 
engine states). The Socket engine SktEng then copies (line 
719) the parse header PrsHdr and the packet RcvPk from the 
receive buffer identified by Bufld to host memory HstMem 
at the host memory location dictated by the message address 
MsgAd plus an offset MsgHdrLen. The value Bufld here is 
extracted from the PkEnd (see line 717) because PkEnd is a 
concatenation of Bufld and PkLen. The slow path packet is 
then in host memory 6 in the message buffer. 

0061. A message header is then to be sent to the host to 
inform the host that the message buffer contains a slow path 
packet. This message header is to be appended to the front 
of the message buffer. To do this (see line 720), the message 
header Msgld is written into host memory starting at 
MsgAd So that the message header is prepended to the 
RcvPk and PrsHd in the message buffer starting at address 
MsgAd. (Also see line 1087 of FIG. 10 that will be 
explained later on the description of the Socket engine 
states). With the packet out of DRAM 11, the DRAM buffer 
is freed up for storing other packets coming in off the 
network. This is done as indicated by line 721 by the socket 
engine SktEng pushing the Bufld of the now free DRAM 
buffer onto the RcvBufC) of free buffers. 
0062 Once the packet and the message header are 
present in the host message buffer identified by MsgAd, the 
host stack examines the host message buffer (either due to an 
interrupt or due to host processor polling), retrieves the 
message header, determines that the message buffer contains 
a slow-path packet, and performs any necessary TCP and IP 
protocol processing on the packet. 

Connection Handout Sequence: 
0063) NID 4 performs all or substantially all TCP and IP 
protocol processing on certain types of network communi 
cations, thereby offloading the host stack of this task. In the 
present example, a TCP connection is set up by the protocol 
stack executing on host 3. Once the TCP connection is set 
up, control of the TCP connection can be passed from host 
3 to NID 4. After control of the TCP connection has passed 
to NID 4, NID 4 performs all TCP and IP protocol process 
ing on Subsequent packets communicated across the TCP 
connection provided that certain error conditions do not 
occur. The packet payloads of Subsequent packets received 
over the connection are written by NID 4 directly into a final 
destination in application memory on host 3. The packet 
payloads are placed in the final destination free of any TCP 
or IP network headers. For control of the TCP connection to 
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be passed from host 3 to NID 4, control of a TCB (TCP 
control block, sometimes called transaction control block or 
transmission control block) of information for that TCP 
connection is passed from host 3 to NID 4. The TCB 
includes information on the state of the TCP connection. 
Passing control of the TCB for the connection in this 
embodiment involves actually transferring a part of the TCB 
information from host 3 to NID 4. Control of a TCP 
connection is passed from host 3 to NID 4 in a two-phase 
“connection handout' process set forth below. 
0064. First Phase (slow-path purge): In a first phase of the 
connection handout process, host 3 tentatively passes con 
trol of the TCP connection to NID 4. NID 4 places a purge 
marker into the flow of slow-path packets received onto NID 
4 for that connection, and causes NID 4 to hold subsequently 
received incoming packets for that connection without pass 
ing them on to host 3. Host 3 continues to process the flow 
of slow-path packets for that connection. When host 3 
receives the purge marker, host 3 knows that the slow-path 
flow of packets has been purged and that it will receive no 
more packets for that connection. The first phase of the 
connection handout process is complete, and the host is then 
free to pass the TCP state to NID 4. 
0065 FIG. 8 sets forth a pseudocode hardware descrip 
tion of what the various blocks of FIG. 2 do to perform the 
connection handout. As indicated in line 801, host 3 builds 
in host memory, at location CmdAd, a receive command 
(i.e., a purge receive command). The purge receive com 
mand includes a command header CmdHd that indicates a 
purge receive command and that includes the address TcbAd 
on the host where the TCB of the connection is stored. As 
indicated by line 802, host 3 then notifies NID 4 of the purge 
receive command by writing a pointer (CmdAd) and an 
indication of the connection (TchId) into the HstEvtO on 
NID 4. The pointer CmdAd points to the receive command 
in host memory. The Tchild indicates which connection NID 
4 is to start holding packets for. 
0.066 The socket engine SktEng block 24 is in its idle 
state and detects the HstEvtO being ready. The socket engine 
therefore pops (line 804) the host event queue HstEvtO and 
retrieves the command address CmdAd and Tchild. (Also see 
lines 1049 thru 1052 of FIG. 10 that will be explained later 
on in the description of the Socket engine states). 

0067. From the command address CmdAd, the socket 
engine SktEng causes DMA controller block 25 to retrieve 
the receive command (command header CmdHd and 
TcbAd). The socket engine SktEng looks at the command 
code CmdCd in the command header CmdFHd and sees that 
this is a "Socket Descriptor Import command (also called 
a “Tcb Import command even though it results in the socket 
descriptor part of the TCB being imported but not the TCP 
state part of the TCB). See lines 1144 and 1145 of FIG. 10 
that will be explained later on in the description of the socket 
engine States. 
0068 The socket engine SktEng uses the TcbAd to copy 
(line 806) the socket descriptor SktDSc from the TCB in host 
memory HstMem and puts the socket descriptor Sktosc into 
the particular socket descriptor buffer SktDschBuf on NID 4 
identified by TcbId. As set forth above, there is one socket 
descriptor buffer on NID 4 for each Tcb that is being 
fast-path processed by NID 4. As indicated by FIG. 6, the 
socket descriptor SktDsc includes a header code HarCd, the 
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TCP source port, the TCP destination port, the IP source 
address, and the IP destination address, and a detect enable 
bit DetEn. (Also see lines 1153-1159 of FIG. 10 that will be 
explained later on in the description of the Socket engine 
states). 
0069. Once the socket descriptor for the connection is 
loaded into the socket descriptor buffer SktDschBuf on NID 
4, the socket engine SktEng sends (line 807) a detect enable 
command EnbCd to the socket detector Skt)et block 22. 
The detect enable command EnbCd instructs the socket 
detector block SktDet 22 to start detecting packets for this 
connection. The detect enable command is sent as indicated 
in line 807 by the socket engine SktEng writing a socket 
enable code EnbCd and the TchId into the detect command 
queue DetCmdO. (Also see lines 1161-1162 of FIG. 10 that 
will be explained later on in the description of the socket 
engine States). 

0070 The socket detector SktDet block 22 pops the 
DetCmdO (line 809), retrieves the socket enable code 
EnbCd and TchId,. The socket detector Skt)et then “sets” 
(line 810) a detect enable bit DetEn in the particular socket 
descriptor buffer identified by SktDschBufTcbId). This 
detect enable bit DetFn is a bit in the socket descriptor 
SktDSc that tells the socket detector that the next time it 
receives a packet and it compares the Tch with the headers 
in the packet, it can indicate the match in the parse header 
PrsHd. If detect enable bit is not set, then the socket detector 
will not indicate a match, even if the Tch compare with the 
packet headers do compare. (The detect enable bit prevents 
the socket detector SktDet from erroneously determining 
that an incoming packet should be handled in fast-path 
because a match to an invalid socket descriptor entry was 
used.) 
0.071) The socket detector SktDet block 22 writes an 
enable code EnbCd purge marker along with the TchId into 
in the detect event queue DetEvtO (line 811). 
0072 The receive manager RcvMgr reads (line 813) the 
DetBvtO and gets the EnbCd purge marker and Tchild. The 
RcvMgr sticks the EnbCd purge marker into the flow of 
packets for the connection identified by the TcbId by writing 
the EnbCd and Tchild into the slow event queue SlwEvtO 
(line 814). Accordingly, in addition to entries that contain 
PkEnd values that point to buffers in DRAM where slow 
path packets are stored, entries having the format of purge 
markers can also go onto this SlwFvtO. For the format of 
Such an SlwEvtO entry containing an EnbCd purge marker, 
See FIG. 4. 

0073 Receive descriptors, for any packets corresponding 
to this Tch, that were received before the Tcb handout was 
initiated, will therefore have been in the SlwFvtO before the 
EnbCd purge marker, and they will be handled in normal 
slow-path fashion by being sent to the host stack before the 
purge marker is popped off the SlwFvtO. 
0074 Receive descriptors for packets received after the 
purge marker, on the other hand, will be held on NID 4 by 
putting them in a socket receive queue SktRcvQ (see FIG. 
2). The receive descriptors for Such packet stack up in this 
SktRcvQ. The actual packets are stored as usual by the 
receive parser RcvPrs in DRAM receive buffers, but these 
DRAM receive buffers are pointed to by the PkEnd variables 
in the receive descriptors that are held up on the SktRcvQ. 
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0075. The socket engine SktEng is in its idle state and 
detects an entry on the SlwFvtO. The socket engine SktEng 
therefore reads (line 816) the SlwEvtO and gets the EnbCd 
purge marker and TcbId. The EnbCd purge marker is a type 
of event code EvtCd (EvtCd== 1). When the socket engine 
SktEng sees this particular EnbCd purge marker, the SktEng 
obtains a message buffer address MsgAd (that points to a 
message buffer MsgBuf that NID 4 can use to send a 
message to host 3 indicating the completion of phase one of 
the handout). SktEng therefore pops the MsgBufC to obtain 
a MsgAd as indicated in line 817. The SktEng block 24 
causes the DMA controller 25 to write a message header 
MsgHd into a message buffer on the host identified by the 
MsgAd. The message header Msgld here indicates an 
enable mark message EnbMrkMsg. (Also see lines 1094 
1100 of the enable mark event State of FIG. 10 that will be 
explained later on in the description of the Socket engine 
states). 
0.076 All messages from NID 4 to host 3 go through a 
virtual queue of message buffers in the host memory. As set 
forth above, host 3 hands out the starting addresses of free 
message buffers to NID 4 via the MsgBufC. Host 3 also 
keeps track of the order in which the message buffer 
addresses were handed out to NID 4. The host stack exam 
ines the message buffers in exactly the order that the 
message buffers were handed out. The purge marker there 
fore flows through to the host stack in the form of a message 
header MsgFId in this virtual queue. This message header 
Msghd purge marker tells the host stack that the host receive 
command (read by the socket engine in line 805) has been 
completed by NID 4. 
0077 Second Phase (load socket state): Host 3 reads (line 
820) the MsgHd purge marker from NID 4 by reading 
HistMem at location MsgAd where NID 4 placed the mes 
sage header. Upon detecting that the first phase of the 
connection handout has been completed, host 3 writes (line 
821) the socket state in the form of the socket tuple SkTpl 
into a portion of host memory identified by Tch Ad. As 
indicated by FIG. 6, the socket tuple SkTpl contains the 
state information of the TCB for the connection. Host 3 also 
writes (line 822) a socket receive command SktRcvCmd in 
the form of a command header Cmdd and Tch Ad into the 
message buffer identified by CmdAd. Host 3 writes (line 
823) an entry containing the address CmdAd of the com 
mand buffer and the Tchild into the host event queue 
HstEvtO on NID 4. 
0078. The socket engine SktEng 24 is in the idle state and 
detects the HstEvtO is ready. The socket engine therefore 
pops the HstEvtO (line 825) and uses the CmdAd pointer to 
read (line 826) the host command (command header CmdHd 
and Tch Ad) from the buffer in host memory. (Also see lines 
1137-1141 of FIG. 10 that will be explained later in the 
description of the Socket engine states). 
0079. The TchAd identifies the location of the socket 
tuple in host memory. The command is a socket enable 
command. The Socket engine SktEng therefore uses the 
TcbAd to copy (line 827) the state information SkTpl from 
host memory HstMem into the Tch buffer on NID 4 iden 
tified by TchId. (Also see lines 1177-1183 of FIG. 10 that 
will be explained later on in the description of the socket 
engine States). 
0080. Once the state has been loaded, the SktEng sends 
an "arm' code ArmCa (line 828) to the receive manager via 
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the MgrCmdO. (Also see line 187 of FIG. 10 that will be 
explained later in the description of the Socket engine states). 
0081. The receive manager RcvMgr maintains an event 
enable EvtEn bit in a one-bit wide MgrBuf (see FIG. 2). 
There is one such event enable bit for each Tch controlled by 
NID4. If the event enable bit EvtEn for a Tcb is set, then the 
RcvMgr is “armed to send one fast-path event to the socket 
engine SktEng for that Tch. If there is no event for that Tch 
queued on the SktRcvQ, then the receive manager RcvMgr 
waits until the SktRcvQ has an entry for that Tchild. When 
a receive descriptor is in the SktRcvQ for that Tchild as 
indicated by SktRcvORdyTcbld, then the receive manager 
RcvMgr pops the SktRcvQ for that TchId and uses that entry 
to generate one fast-path event for the Socket engine SktEng 
to process for that Tchild. 
0082) Accordingly, the receive manager RcvMgr pops 
the MgrCmdO (line 830), and retrieves the ArmCa and 
Tcbid. If there is a receive descriptor for this TcbId on 
SktRcvO, then SktRcvORdyTcbId) will be true. The 
receive manager RcvMgr pops the SktRcvQ for that Tch and 
moves the event to the fast-path event queue (line 832) by 
writing a FstCd and the Tchild onto the FstEvtO. 
0083) If there is not presently a receive descriptor for this 
Tcbld on the SktRcvO, then SktRcvORdyTcbId is false. 
The receive manager RcvMgr therefore sets the EvtEn bit in 
MgrBuf for the Tchild as indicated by line 834. The EvtEn 
bit is set so that the next time a receive descriptor is found 
on the SktRcvO for the TchId, the receive manager RcvMgr 
will pop it off the SktRcvQ for that TchId and generate (see 
line 919 in FIG. 9) a fast-path event on the FstEvtO, and 
then clear the EvtEn bit in MgrBuf for the TchId. 
0084. It is therefore recognized that the EvtEn bit is used 
to implement a one-time arm command mechanism because 
when a fast-path event is returned by the receive manager 
RcvMgr to the socket engine SktEng, the EvtEn bit is 
cleared. Setting the EvtEn bit arms the receive manager 
RcvMgr to send one and only one fast-path event to the 
Socket engine SktEng. This one-time arm command mecha 
nism is provided so that the socket engine SktEng will 
process a packet on a fast-path connection (Tcbid) only after 
it has completed processing the prior packet on that fast-path 
connection. 

0085. Upon conclusion of the actions set forth in FIG. 8, 
communications across the TCP connection identified by 
Tcbid are being handled by NID 4 in fast-path. Receive 
descriptors for packets on the fast-path TCP connection are 
passed from receive manager RcVMgr to the socket engine 
SktEng via the fast event queue FstEvtO for fast-path 
processing. 

Fast-Path Packet Receive Sequence: 

0086) First Fast Path Receive Packet (the first one that 
sets up the final destination): 
0087. A packet of network information enters ASIC 10 
from PHY 12 as indicated by arrow 30 in FIG. 2. Processing 
through the receive Mac block RcvMac 20 and the receive 
parser block RcvPrs 21 (see lines 900-908 of FIG.9) occurs 
in much the same way as in the slow-path receive sequence, 
except that in the case of a fast-path receive sequence, the 
connection handout sequence described above in connection 
with FIG. 8 has already occurred. A socket descriptor for the 
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TCP connection is already in the socket descriptor buffer 
SktDscBuf, and the socket tuple SkTpl that holds the state 
of the TCP connection is already in the Tch buffer. 
0088. When the socket detector SktDet block 22 retrieves 
the socket hash SkHsh (line 910) and does the test SktD 
schBuf (line 911), a match is detected. The socket detector 
SktDet therefore writes a fast code FstCd into the detect 
event queue DetFvtO (line 912) rather than a slow code 
SlwCd. As indicated by lines 912 and 913, two entries are 
pushed onto the DetEvtO so that the fast code FstCd, a 
header code HarCd, the packet end pointer PkEnd, and the 
Tcbid are passed to the receive manager RcvMgr. Two 
entries are required because DetEvtO is only 32-bits wide. 
When the receive manager RcvMgr receives a FstCd, it 
knows that the next entry is the Tcbid so it automatically 
pops that second entry off the DetFvtO as well as the first 
entry. 

0089. As indicated by lines 915 and 916, the receive 
manager RcvMgr block 23 pops the DetFvtO twice and 
retrieves the entries placed there by the receive parser 
RCVPrS. 

0090 The receive manager RcvMgr maintains a first-in 
first-out socket receive queue SktRcvQ. SktRcvQ is actually 
a plurality of queues, one for each Tchild. The SktRcvQ for 
a TchId holds detect event descriptors for the Tchild. In the 
case where the receive manager RcvMgr block 23 is not 
armed to send a fast-path event to the socket engine SktEng 
and the RcvMgr receives an event from the DetEvtO, the 
RcvMgr block 23 pushes the fast-path event onto the 
SktRcvQ for that Tchild. Accordingly, as indicated by line 
917, the receive manager RcvMgr in this example writes a 
SlwCd to the SktRcvO for the Tchild. The RcvMgr checks 
the MgrBuf for that TchId to see if the EvtEn bit for the 
TcbId is set. If the EvtEn bit is set, then the RcvMgr puts a 
FstCd and Tchild in the FstEvtO and clears the EvtEn bit 
(line 920). The EvtEn bit is cleared because it is a one-shot 
and one fast-path event has just been forwarded to the socket 
engine SktEng. 

0.091 The socket engine is in its idle state when it detects 
the fast event queue being ready. The socket engine SktEng 
therefore pops (line 923) the FstEvtO and retrieves the 
FstCd and Tchild. It then requests the headers for the 
fast-path packet by writing a ReqCd, Hdrid, and Tchild onto 
the MgrCmdO for the receive manager RcvMgr. (The Tch 
buffer for the Tchild contains state, an MDL entry, some 
work area, and then areas for storing headers.) (Also see line 
1117 of FIG. 10 that will be explained later in the descrip 
tion of the Socket engine states). 
0092. The receive manager RcvMgr pops (see line 926) 
the MgrCmdO and retrieves the ReqCd, Hdrid and TchId. 
Using the TchId, it pops (see line 927) the SktRcvQ and gets 
a receive event descriptor for the current Tchild. It then uses 
the HodrCd and PkEnd to instruct the DRAM controller to 
transfer (see line 928) the parse header Prshid and packet 
header PkHd from the DRAM receive buffer identified by 
Bufld into the header buffer HarBufidentified by the Harld. 
HdrBuf is not a queue. Rather, there is one HarBuf for each 
Tcbid. The amount transferred out of the DRAM receive 
buffer by the DRAM controller is based on the HarCd. The 
receive manager RcvMgr then writes (see line 929) the 
Tcbld into the HarEvtO to tell the socket engine SktEng that 
the headers have been put in HarBufTcbId). 
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0093. The socket engine SktEng is again in its idle state 
and detects the header event queue being ready. The Socket 
engine therefore pops the HarEvtO (see line 931) and 
retrieves the Tchild. The socket engine SktEng is thereby 
informed that the headers are present in HarBufTcbId and 
that it has a packet for the socket identified by Tchild. The 
Socket engine SktEng now processes the packet. It does 
parallel processing in checking acknowledge, window and 
sequencer numbers as indicated in line 933. If the packet 
passes these tests, then the packet will be handled in fast path 
and the socket engine SktEng will have to know where to 
transfer the data in this packet. 
0094 SktEng determines where to transfer the data as 
follows. The first TCP payload data for a multi-packet 
session layer message includes the session layer header, 
subsequent packets do not. NID 4 passes this first TCP 
packet to the host stack into a virtual queue in host memory 
along with a message header that identifies the TcbId. The 
message header tells the stack that the packet is an initial 
receive packet for this Tchild. The host stack translates the 
Tcbld used by NID 4 into the Tch number used on the host. 
The host stack gives the session layer header of the packet 
to the application program operating on the host. The 
application program returns a memory descriptor list (MDL) 
indicating where to put the data payload of the session layer 
message. The MDL includes a list of entries, where each 
entry includes an address and a size. The MDL also includes 
a total byte count. The host passes an MDL to NID 4 by 
pushing an appropriate host command pointer onto the 
HstEvtO. The host passes the command to NID 4 by 
building the command in one of its command buffers, and 
then putting a pointer to the command buffer on the host into 
the HstEvtO of NID 4. NID 4 pops the HstEvtO, retrieves 
the pointer, and DMA transfers in the command from the 
command buffer on the host. NID 4 now has the address and 
size for the first MDL entry, as well as the total byte count. 
When NID 4 receives payload data for a packet on the 
identified Tchild, NID 4 DMA transfers the data payload into 
host storage 6 at the address identified by the MDL entry, 
and decrements the size value of the MDL entry for the 
amount of payload data moved. As more payload data is 
received, the MDL entry is decremented until the size value 
expires. A second MDL entry is then retrieved from host 
memory, and the process proceeds until the second MDL 
entry is filled. This process continues until the total byte 
count for the MDL is exhausted. When the entire MDL list 
of entries is exhausted, the NID 4 card informs the host of 
this fact via the master event queue MstEvtO and sending an 
interrupt to the host. NID 4 and the host then go back 
through the initial phase of passing an initial packet up 
through the host stack to the application program to get a 
second MDL list back. 

0095 Accordingly, in line 934, the socket engine SktEng 
checks to see if there is a valid descriptor entry for the TchId. 
There is an MDL valid bit MdTVd in the Tcb buffer of each 
Tcbid. The socket engine SktEng examines this MdlVd bit. 
If it is set, then the actions set forth in lines 935-942 are 
carried out, otherwise the actions set forth in lines 943-961 
are carried out. 

0096. If there is a valid MDL entry, the socket engine 
SktEng reads (line 935) the header buffer Id Bufld from the 
HdrBufidentified by Harld. (The Bufld is part of the parse 
header PrsHd.) The socket engine SktEng reads the MDL 
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entry (called ApDsc here) that was stored in the Tch buffer 
TcbBuf for this TcbId. The socket engine SktEng copies 
(line 937) the packet payload PayLd from the DRAM 
receive buffer RcvBufBufld into host application memory 
HistMemApDsc). The socket engine SktEng performs the 
data move by putting a request onto the DRAM-to-host 
request queue D2h ReqQ. This request causes the DRAM 
controller 26 to move the payload from the DRAM receive 
buffer into the DRAM-to-host data queue D2hDatO. The 
socket engine SktEng then gives the DMA controller/PCI 
bus interface unit block 25 through the MstWrReqQ a 
request to move the packet payload from the D2h DatO into 
host memory to the location identified by the ApDsc (i.e. 
MDL entry). 
0097. Once the data transfer has been completed, the 
DMA controller/PCI bus interface unit block 25 sends a 
master event back to the socket sequencer on the MstEvtO. 
This master event informs the socket engine SktEng that the 
transfer of the packet payload into host memory has been 
completed. 

0098. Here, for simplicity purposes, it is assumed that the 
transfer of data exhausted the last of the MDL entries. NID 
4 therefore must notify the host stack that the MDL entries 
have been filled with data. (This notification involves the 
second host interrupt for the MDL. The first interrupt 
occurred on the first packet which resulted in the MDL to be 
returned to NID 4. This is the second interrupt after the MDL 
has been filled with data.) 
0099] To notify the host, NID 4 reads (line 938) the 
address MsgAd of a free message buffer off the message 
buffer Q MsgBufG. Socket engine SktEng places an appro 
priate message header MsgFId into the message buffer. This 
message header MsgFId indicates to the host stack that data 
has been put in the application memory space for the TcbId. 
Now that data payload has been moved over to the host 
memory, the DRAM receive buffer on NID 4 is no longer 
needed and is made available for receiving another packet. 
The Bufld of the DRAM receive buffer is therefore pushed 
(line 940) back onto the free buffer queue RcvBufC). 
0100 Here in the present example, for simplicity pur 
poses, it is assumed that the transfer of the data payload 
resulted in the completion of the MDL receive command and 
the filling of the entire MDL list made available by the host. 
Accordingly, there is no longer an MDL entry available to be 
filled for the Tcbid. The MDL is therefore “invalid’ and the 
socket engine SktEng clears the MdTVd bit in the TchBuf 
TcbId as indicated in line 942. 
0101 If a fast-path packet is received and the MDL valid 
bit MdTVd is false, then the packet might be the first packet 
of a fast-path multi-packet session layer message. In Such a 
situation, because MdTVd is false, processing proceeds to 
lines 943-961. The entire packet (header and data) will be 
passed to the host stack along with a fast code FstCd so that 
the host stack can return an MDL entry for the next fast-path 
packet received on the connection. Accordingly, the Socket 
engine SktEng retrieves an address MsgAd of a free mes 
sage buffer (line 944) off the message buffer queue Msg 
Buf. The entire packet PayLa is then copied (line 945) 
from the DRAM receive buffer RcvBufidentified by Bufld 
into the general purpose message buffer on the host identi 
fied by MsgAd. The message header MsgHd indicates that 
the packet payload is of a fast-path receive packet, indicates 
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the Tchild, and indicates how much information is being 
transferred to the host. Once the payload PayLa has been 
copied from the DRAM receive buffer to the host memory, 
the DRAM receive buffer is recycled (see line 947) by 
writing the DRAM receive buffer identifier Bufld back onto 
the free receive buffer queue RcvBufC. 
0102) The host stack retrieves the message (line 949) 
from the general purpose host message buffer HstMem 
MsgAd) and processes the payload of the message MsgDt 
(the entire packet) up through the IP protocol processing 
layer and the TCP protocol processing layer and delivers the 
session layer header to the application layer program. The 
application layer program returns an MDL list. The host 
stack moves the data portion of the session layer message of 
first packet into the area of host memory identified by the 
first MDL entry, and decrements the first MDL entry to 
reflect the amount of data now in the host memory MDL 
entry area. The host stack then supplies the first MDL entry 
(so decremented) to NID 4 by writing a command header 
Cmdhd and the MDL entry (called an ApDSc) into a 
location in host memory (line 950). The host stack then gives 
NID 4 notice of the command by pushing (line 951) the 
starting address of the command CmdAd and the Tchild onto 
the host event queue HstEvtO on NID 4. 
0103) The Socket Engine SktEng pops (line 953) the 
HstEvtO and retrieves the address of the command in host 
memory CmdAd and the Tchild. The command header 
CmdHd and command data (in this case ApDSc) are then 
transferred (line 954) into a Tch buffer TchBufTcbId). 
Because an MDL entry is now present on NID 4 to be filled, 
the socket engine SktEng sets (line 955) the MDL valid 
MdTVd bit in the TchBuf identified for this connection 
(TcbId). The socket engine SktEng then sends an arm 
command to the receive manager by writing an arm code 
ArmCa along with the Tcbid onto the manager command 
queue MgrCmdO. This will arm the receive manager to send 
one fast-path event for this Tchild to the socket engine 
SktEng. 
0.104) The receive manager RcvMgr pops the MgrCmdO 
and retrieves the arm command ArmCa and the TcbId (line 
958). If the socket receive queue has an entry to be popped 
for this Tchild (line 959), then the receive manager RcvMgr 
transfers (line 960) the event off the SktRcvO for that Tch 
onto the fast event queue FstEvtO by writing a fast code 
FstCd and Tchild onto FstEvtO. If, on the other hand, there 
is no event on the socket receive queue for this Tch, then the 
receive manager RcVMgr remains armed to send a fast-path 
event to the socket engine SktEng when a receive event is 
received by the receive manager RcvMgr for this Tchild 
sometime in the future. The socket engine SktEng therefore 
returns to line 922 to monitor the fast event queue FstEvtO 
to wait for a fast-path event to be passed to it from the 
receive manager RcVMgr. 
Socket Engine States: 
0105 FIG. 10 sets forth sets forth a plurality of states 
through which the Socket engine SktEng State machine 
transitions. These states are: Idle, SlwRcvEvt, SlwRcv0, 
EnbMrkEvt, DblMrkEvt, DblMrk0, FstRcvEvt, ClrMrkEvt, 
ClrMrk0, SktCmdEvt, SktCmd0; SktEnbCmd, SktEnb0, 
SktArmCmd, SKtArm0, SktRcvCmd, SktRcv0, HdrD 
maEvt, HdrEvt.0, FastRcv, UpdMdlEntries and InitRcv. The 
Socket engine SktEng proceeds from one state to another 
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state based on current state variables and incoming infor 
mation. State transitions are only made at the time of a rising 
edge of a clock period of the clock signal that clocks the state 
machine. All actions set forth within a definition of a state 
below occur simultaneously within the state. 
0106. In the Idle state, the state machine is looking for 
Something to do. If the slow event queue has a slow event 
entry to be popped off (i.e., SlwEvtORdy is true), then the 
actions in lines 1001-1018 are carried out. If the event code 
EvtCd is zero, then the EvtCd is the slow code SlwCd and 
the actions in lines 1002-1009 are carried out. If the event 
code EvtCd is one, then the EvtCd is an enable code EnbCd 
and the actions in lines 1011-1018 are carried out. If the 
event code EvtCd is neither Zero nor one, then the EvtCd is 
the disable code DblCd and the actions in lines 1020-1028 
are carried out. The event code EvtCd is set by the socket 
detector SktDet block 22 as described above. The testing of 
the SlwEvtO{EvtCd bits as well as the “if then, else' logic 
set forth in the Idle state is performed by digital logic 
hardware gates. 
0107) If the event code EvtCd is a zero (see line 1001), 
then processing of the slow-path packet is to be handed over 
to the host. The “E” before the designators EState, ETcbId, 
ECmdAd, EHdrCd, EHdrCd, EHdrAd, EBufld and EPkLen 
indicate local registers within the Socket state machine. 
Engine state EState indicates the state to which the socket 
engine will transition next. Accordingly, EState is set to 
SlwRcvEvt which is the state for handling a slow-path 
receive event. The TchId extracted from the entry popped off 
the SlwEvtO is written into ETcbId. Similarly, the length of 
the header HodrCd, the receive buffer number Bufld and the 
receive buffer length PkLen extracted from entry popped off 
the SlwEvtO queue are loaded into EHdrCd, EBufld, and 
EPkLen, respectively. HarCd is a code generated by the 
receive parser RcvPrs block 21 that indicates how big the 
headers are so that the Socket engine can be sure to read in 
the parse header, the MAC header, IP header, and TCP 
header. In FIG. 10, the values 'x' indicate don't cares. The 
use of “x's allows the hardware synthesizer that synthesizes 
the hardware description code into logic gates to simplify 
the resulting hardware. All assignments within the begin-end 
section for EvtCd being a Zero occur on one clock transition. 
0108). If EvtCd is a one (i.e., is EnbCd), then the slow 
event is an enable mark event (see line 1010). In the enable 
mark event, a purge marker EnbCd being received by the 
Socket engine SktEng tells the Socket engine SktEng that it 
will not receive any more descriptors for the indicated 
connection because the descriptors are being held in the first 
phase of a connection handout (DSc import). EState is 
therefore loaded with EnbMrkEvt which is the State for 
handling an enable mark event. The other “E” values are 
loaded in the same fashion as in the case described above 
where the event code was a Zero. All assignments within the 
begin-end section for EvtCd being a one occur on one clock 
transition. 

0109) If EvtCd is neither a zero nor a one (i.e., is DblCd), 
then the slow event is a disable mark event (see line 1019). 
The engine state EState is loaded with DblMrkEvt which is 
the state for handling a disable mark event. 
0110) If SlwEvtORdy is not true (there is no slow event 

to be popped off the slow event queue) but if FstEvtORdy is 
true (there is an entry to be popped off the fast event queue), 
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then the socket engine SktEng pops the FstEvtO and the 
event code EvtCd is extracted and checked (see line 1029). 
0111) If the extracted EvtCd is a zero (see line 1030), then 
the fast event is a fast receive event and the actions of lines 
1030-1038 are carried out. EState is therefore loaded with 
FstRcvEvt which is the state for handling fast receive events. 
The 'E' values are loaded as indicated. 

0.112) If the extracted EvtCd is not a zero, then the fast 
event is a clear mark event and the actions in lines 1040 
1047 are carried out. EState is therefore loaded with CrM 
rkEvt which is the state for handling a clear mark event. The 
"E' values are loaded as indicated. 

0113) If SlwEvtOtRdy and FstEvtORdy are both false, 
then HstEvtORdy is checked (see line 1049). If HstEvtRdy 
is true, then an entry is popped off the HstEvtO and the 
actions of lines 1050-1056 are carried out. EState is loaded 
with SktCmdEvt which is the state in which host commands 
are handled. If addition to saving the Tchid extracted from 
the popped entry in ETcbId, the address of the command in 
host memory is extracted from the popped entry and is 
stored in ECmdAd. This allows the DMA controller block 
25 on NID 4 to go retrieve the command from host memory 
and load it into NID 4 for processing. 
0114. If SlwEvtORdy, FstEvtORdy, and HstEvtORdy are 
all false, then HarEvtORdy is checked (see line 1058). If 
HdrEvtORdy is true, then the HarEvtO is popped. EState is 
loaded with HardmaEvt which is the state in which entries 
off the HarEvtO are handled. The “E” values are loaded as 
indicated. 

0115) If SlwEvtORdy, FstEvtORdy, HstEvtORdy, and 
HdrEvtORdy are all false, then there is no event to service 
and the actions on lines 1067-1075 are carried out. EState is 
loaded with Idle so that the next state remains the Idle state. 
The socket state machine therefore will continue to check 
for events to handle in the idle state. 

0.116) If the socket engine SktEng is in the Idle state and 
a SlwEvtORdy becomes true, then the state changes by 
virtue of line 1002 to the slow-path receive event state 
SlwRicvEvt where the actions in lines 1078-1083 are carried 
out. The value EState is loaded with SlwRcv0 so that the 
next state will be the SlwRcv0 state. A free host message 
buffer is retrieved off the MsgBufC and this address is 
loaded into EMsgAd (line 1079). This identifies a message 
buffer in host memory that the socket engine SktEng will use 
to pass the slow-path packet to the host. The EBufId is 
shifted left by eleven bits (line 1080) to generate the DRAM 
address of the corresponding 2k receive buffer that contains 
the slow-path packet. The receive buffer address is loaded as 
the DRAM address DrmAd. 

0.117 FIG. 11 is a diagram illustrating a message buffer 
in the host. The message address MsgAd points to the 
beginning of the message buffer in host memory. In line 
1081, the length of the message MsgHdLen is added to the 
message address MsgAd to get HstAd. HistAd is the address 
where the message data MsgDat will start in the message 
buffer in the host. In line 1082, the length of the slow-path 
packet EPkLen is loaded into HstSz. The socket engine 
SktEng causes the entire slow-path packet to be moved from 
the receive buffer in DRAM on NID 4 to the message buffer 
on the host by initiating a receive buffer-to-host DMA 
command R2hCd to the DMA controller block 25. R2h 
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means “receive buffer to host. DMA controller block 25 
uses the values HstAd and HstSZ to perform the DMA 
operation. The writing into host memory starts at the loca 
tion in the host message buffer where the message data is to 
start. All the operations in the begin-end section of lines 
1078-1083 occur in one clock period. 
0118 Processing then proceeds to the slow-path receive 
Zero state (SlwRcv0) in line 1085. In this state, the socket 
engine puts a slow-path receive message SlwRCVMsg into 
the engine-to-host buffer E2hBuf. This message, when 
received by the host, will inform the host that slow-path 
receive event data has been placed into one of the hosts 
general purpose message buffers and that the host stack 
needs to process the incoming data. The address in the host 
where the message is to be placed is set (line 1088) as well 
and the length of the message (line 1089). The socket engine 
SktEng causes the message to be transferred from the 
E2hBuf to the host by putting an engine-to-host command 
E2hCd for the DMA controller 25 into the HStDmaCmd 
register (line 1090). When the slow-path packet has been 
moved from the DRAM receive buffer of NID 4 to the 
message buffer on the host, the receive buffer identified by 
Bufld can be freed up for use by another receive event. 
EBufld is therefore pushed onto the free receive buffer 
queue RcvBufC (line 1091). On the next clock, processing 
returns to the Idle state because EState is loaded with Idle 
(line 1086). 

0119) If the host has issued a command to NID 4, then a 
host event descriptor entry will be present in the host event 
queue HstEvtO. The host event descriptor includes a pointer 
CmdAd that points to the host command in memory on the 
host. The host event descriptor also includes the Tchild to 
which the host command pertains. In the case of the host 
issuing a command to NID 4, the Socket engine SktEng is in 
its Idle state and detects HstEvtORdy being true (line 1049). 
The next state is set to the host command event state 
SktCmdEvt (line 1050). The socket engine SktEng pops the 
host event queue HstEvtO, extracts the pointer CmdAd and 
the Tcbld, and stores these values as indicated in lines 1051 
and 1052. The SktEng proceeds to the host command event 
state Skt.CmdEvt (see lines 1137-1141). 

0120 In the host command event state SktCmdEvt (line 
1137) the host command from the host event queue is read 
into NID 4. The next state is set to SktCmd0 state. The 
starting address on the host where the host command is 
located is set (line 1139) by loading the value ECmdAd into 
HstAd. A header length constant CmdHdLen that is always 
the same for all host commands is loaded into HstSZ (line 
1140) to indicate the amount of information to move. The 
DMA controller block 25 is instructed to do a host to NID 
move by loading the host DMA command HstDmaCmd with 
a host-to-engine command H2eCd (line 1141). The DMA 
controller moves the host command into the H2eBuf. 

0121 The socket engine SktEng proceeds to SktCmd0 
state where the command code CmdCd of the host command 
is decoded. The host command just read into NID 4 can be 
one of three possible types: 1) a socket enable command 
SktEnbCmd, 2) an arm command SktArmCmd, and 3) a 
socket receive command SktRcVCmd. A socket enable com 
mand SktEnbCmd instructs NID 4 to start holding packets 
for the Socket and send a purge marker back to the host. A 
socket arm command SktArmCmd instructs NID 4 to take 
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the socket state from the host and load it in into NID 4 so that 
NID 4 can control and update the state of the socket. EState 
is loaded with the appropriate next state value depending on 
the value or the command code in the host command. 

0122) In the SktEnbCmd state (see lines 1153-1159), a 
socket descriptor is to be written into the socket descriptor 
buffer SktDscEBuf to carry out the first phase of a connection 
handout. To do this, the ETcbId is multiplied by the length 
of the socket descriptors. The length of the socket descrip 
tors in SktDscBuf is a fixed number. There are 4k descriptor 
buffers in the memory. The product of these two values is the 
starting address DschBufAd for the socket descriptor in 
SktDscBuf. This is the destination for the socket descriptor 
to be loaded. 

0123 The source of the socket descriptor is a Tch buffer 
on the host. The command header from the host that was 
DMA’d into NID 4 is now accessed from the H2eBuf to 
extract from the command the Tch Ad put there by the host. 
This Tch Ad points to the beginning of the Tch buffer on the 
host. This host Tch buffer on the host has different sections, 
one of which contains the Socket descriptor. A fixed constant 
SktDscIX is therefore added to Tch Ad to determine the 
starting address on the host HstAd where the socket descrip 
tor is located within the host Tch buffer. SktDscIX is a fixed 
value determined by the format of the Tch buffers on the 
host. The size of the socket descriptor SktDscLen is loaded 
into HstSZ to set the amount of information to move from the 
host Tch buffer (line 1157). A DMA move command is then 
issued to move the socket descriptor from the Tch buffer on 
the host to the socket descriptor buffer on NID 4 by writing 
(line 1158) a host-to-descriptor command H2dCd onto Hst 
DmaCmd. 

0.124. In state SktEnb0 (line 1160), the socket engine 
SktEng sends a socket enable command to the Socket 
detector block 22 by putting an EnbCd command along with 
the ETcbid into the detector command queue DetCmdO. 
This socket enable code EnbCd causes the socket detector to 
start trying to match incoming packets with the Socket 
descriptor that was just loaded (see line 1158). When the 
socket detector block 22 retrieves the EnbCd command from 
the DetCmdO, it sees the EnbCd code for the Tchild and 
pushes a purge marker for the Tchild onto the detect event 
queue DetEvtQ. In response to receiving the purge marker 
for the TchId, the receive manager RcvMgr starts holding 
Subsequent packets for this TcbId in its Socket receive queue 
SktRcVQ and sends the purge marker on to the Socket engine 
SktEng via the slow event queue SlwFvtO. This purge 
marker tells the Socket engine SktEng that Subsequent 
packets received on this TchId are being held by the receive 
manager RcvMgr in the socket receive queue SktRcvQ. The 
next state is set to the Idle state (line 1161). 
0.125. Accordingly, the socket engine SktEng detects an 
event on the slow event queue, only this time the event code 
EvtCd is a one (see line 1010) indicating that the purge 
marker has been received by the Socket engine SktEng on 
the slow event queue. The Socket engine SktEng in turn 
passes the purge marker back to the host so that the host will 
know that the first phase of the connection handout has been 
completed. Accordingly, the Tch number is saved (line 1012) 
and the next state is set to the enable mark event state 
EnbMrkEvt (line 1011). 
0126. In the EnbMrkEvt state (lines 1093-1101), the 
Socket engine SktEng retrieves a free message buffer address 
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(line 1096) out of the free message buffer queue MsgBufC. 
This message buffer address is loaded into HstAd (line 1098) 
and the amount of information to move is set (line 1099). 
The Socket engine SktEng writes an enable mark message 
EnbMrkMsg into the engine-to-host buffer E2hBuf (line 
1097). A DMA move of the enable mark message from the 
E2hBuf on NID 4 to the host message buffer on the host is 
initiated by loading an engine-to-host code E2hCd into 
HistDmaCmd. The DMA controller 25 then moves the enable 
mark message from E2hBuf to the message buffer on the 
host. The host examines the message in the host message 
buffer, determines that it is an enable mark message, and 
thereby knows that the first phase of the connection handout 
has been completed and that the host can now transfer the 
TCP state to NID 4 in the second phase of the connection 
handout. 

0127. Due to line 1095, the socket engine SktEng returns 
to the Idle state. The host sends a host command (the socket 
arm command) to NID 4 via the HstEvtO to carry out the 
second phase of the connection handout. Accordingly, the 
socket engine SktEng detects HstEvtORdy (line 1049), 
saves the TchId of the host command into ETcbId, and saves 
the pointer CmdAd to the host command in host memory 
into ECmdAd. Processing proceeds via line 1050 to the host 
command event SktCmdEvt state. The actions of lines 
1137-1142 occur. The DMA sequencer block 25 moves the 
host command from the host message buffer to E2hBuf. 
When the command code CmdCd of the host command is 
decoded in state SktCmd0, the command code CmdCd is a 
one indicating a socket arm command. In line 1147. 
SktArmCmd is loaded into EState and processing proceeds 
to the socket arm command state SktArmCmd (lines 1164 
1171). 
0128. In state SktArmCmd (line 1165), the socket state 
on the host for the connection is to be loaded into the 
appropriate TchBufon NID 4 so that NID 4 can be “armed” 
to process fast-path packets for this connection. The address 
TcbBufAd of the Tcb Buffer in TcbBuf on NID 4 where the 
socket state is to be placed is determined (line 1167) by 
multiplying the ETcbId by the Tch buffer length TchBufLen. 
A pointer that points to the socket state of the correct Tcb on 
the host is determined by adding a fixed offset to the address 
of the Tch buffer Tch Ad on the host. This offset is a fixed 
offset between the start of a Tch buffer on the host and the 
starting location of the Socket state (socket tuple) in that 
buffer. The resulting pointer (which points to the socket 
tuple in the host Tch buffer) is loaded into HstAd (line 1168). 
The size of the socket tuple SkTplLen is loaded into the 
HistSZ (line 1169). ADMA move is then initiated to move the 
socket tuple from the host to NID 4 by issuing a host-to 
socket tuple command H2tCd to the DMA controller 25. The 
command is issued by loading the host-to-socket tuple 
command H2tCd onto HstDmaCmd. Processing proceeds to 
the SktArm0 state. 

0129. In SktArm0 state (line 1172), an arm code ArmCd 
is sent to the receive manager RcvMgr via the MgrCmdO 
(line 1174). This “arms” the receive manager to send the 
Socket engine back one fast-path event to handle on this 
connection. The ArmCol is two bits, and the ETcbid is twelve 
bits. Entries on the manager command queue MgrCmdO are 
therefore fourteen bits. The second phase of connection 
handout is now complete. Control of socket state has been 
handed off to NID 4. Once the arm code ArmCol has been 
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passed from the Socket engine to the receive manager, the 
receive manager can place one event descriptor for a fast 
path packet on this connection into the fast event queue 
FstEvtO. 
0.130. The socket engine is in the Idle state. When the 
receive manager RcvMgr block 23 places a fast event 
descriptor on the FstEvtO, then FstEvtORdy is true. The 
event code EvtCd in the fast event descriptor that was 
popped off the fast event queue is zero (see line 1030), which 
means this is a fast-path receive event. The Tchild and the 
header buffer pointer Harid are extracted from the fast event 
descriptor (lines 1032 and 1035). Socket engine processing 
proceeds to the next state of FstRcvEvt (lines 1114-1118). 
0.131. In the fast-path receive event state FstRcvEvt (lines 
1114-1118), the next state is set to Idle and the socket engine 
SktEng issues a command to the receive manager via 
MgrCmdO (line 1117) to put the headers of the fast-path 
packet into the header buffer HarBuf for this Tchild. To do 
this, an appropriate request command ReqCd, the TcbId and 
a packet identifier Bufld are loaded into the manager com 
mand queue MgrCmdO. Bufld describes where the packet is 
in DRAM. The receive manager RcvMgr uses the ETcbid to 
identify the correct socket receive queue in SktRcvQ, pulls 
the next event descriptor for the indicated connection off that 
queue, and uses the event descriptor to cause a DMA move 
of the packet headers from the DRAM receive buffer (iden 
tified by Bufld) into the header buffer HarBuf for this Tchild. 
The headers that are thereby placed in the header buffer are 
the parse header, link header, TCP and IP headers. To alert 
the Socket engine SktEng that the headers are now in the 
header buffer, the receive manager RcvMgr puts a header 
event entry in the header event queue HarEvtO. This entry 
indicates the TcbId. 

0132) Socket engine is back on Idle state. Due to the 
actions of the receive manager RcVMgr., a header event is on 
the header event queue and HarEvtORdy is true. The socket 
engine therefore carries out the actions of lines 1058-1066. 
The TchId is extracted from the header event queue 
HdrEvtO entry (line 1060), and the next state is set to 
HdrDmaEvt state (line 1059). 
0133). In the HarDmaEvt state (lines 1190-1197), the next 
state is set to HarEvt.0. The packet length is extracted out of 
the parse header in the header buffer HarBuf (line 1196) and 
is saved in EPkLen. The receive buffer in DRAM where the 
packet payload data is stored is also stored in EBufId (line 
1195). A flush detect operation Flush Det is also performed 
to process the current state of the receive and transmit 
windows with the information coming in on the fast-path 
receive packet. 
0.134. As described above, on slow-path the receive 
packet with a parse header and message header are placed 
into a message buffer and are passed through the message 
buffer mechanism to the host. On fast-path, all TCP and IP 
protocol processing is done on NID 4 and only the payload 
data is placed into the MDL space on the host. The host 
nevertheless has to be informed by NID 4 that the payload 
data was delivered to the MDL. This notification is sent to 
the host via the same message buffer mechanism. Accord 
ingly, the Socket engine SktEng retrieves a free message 
buffer address from the free message buffer queue MsgBufG 
and this message buffer address is saved (line 1193). 
0.135 Processing proceeds to the header event Zero state 
HdTEvt.0 (lines 1198-1216). In HarEvt.0 state, if a flush was 
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detected (EFlush is true), then one set of actions (lines 
1199-1200) is performed. If there is no flush detected, and if 
there is an MDL entry for the Tcb to be filled, then the 
actions of lines 1202-1208 are carried out. If there is no flush 
detected and there is also no MDL entry in the Tch to be 
filled, then the actions of lines 1209-1216 are carried out. A 
situation where there is no flush condition detected but there 
is no MDL entry valid is on the receiving of the first packet 
of a fast-path multi-packet message. In Such a case, NID 4 
does not know where in host memory to put the packet 
payload and consequently the MdlVd bit in the Tch will be 
false. 

0136. In the presently described example, the fast-path 
packet received is the first packet of a multi-packet message 
and there is no MDL entry for the fast-path connection yet 
in the TchBuf. The actions of lines 1209-1216 are therefore 
carried out. 

0137) The next state is set to InitRcv state (line 1210) and 
the first fast-path packet is sent to the host in a general 
purpose message buffer. To move the packet, the address of 
the DRAM receive buffer is determined by shifting EBufld 
eleven places (line 1211). The packet length EPktLen is 
loaded into HstSz. The packet payload data is to be trans 
ferred to an address on the host that is the sum of the host 
address EMsgAd and the message header length Msgh 
dLen. This puts the packet data payload at the end of the 
message header. The DMA move is kicked off by putting a 
receive buffer-to-host command R2hCd onto HstDmaCmd. 
This causes the packet to be given to the host like a 
slow-path packet via a host message buffer, but a different 
type of message header (a receive request message header) 
is used in the case of this initial fast-path packet. The 
message header tells the host stack to get an MDL list from 
the application indicating where to place additional data 
payloads for Subsequent fast-path packets received on this 
connection. 

0138 Accordingly, the next state is the initial receive 
state InitRcv (line 1232) where the receive request message 
is sent to the host. The receive request message contains the 
initial fast-path packet. 

0.139. The host gets the receive request message out of its 
message buffer, and processes the data portion of the packet 
(which is the initial fast-path packet), and Supplies the initial 
fast-path packet to the application program. All protocol 
processing below and including the TCP protocol layer is 
performed by NID 4. The application program returns an 
MDL list for this connection. The host stack writes the MDL 
list into the Tch host buffer for the proper Tch. The MDL and 
MDL list are not, at this point, communicated to NID 4. To 
communicate an MDL entry to NID 4, the host forms a host 
command in host memory. The host then pushes a pointer 
CmdAd to where the host command is in host memory onto 
the HstEvtO. 
0140. The socket engine then goes back to the Idle state, 
but now there is a host event ready HstEvtRdy for the socket 
engine. The actions of lines 1050-1057 are carried out. The 
socket engine pops the entry off the HstEvtO, and extracts 
the command pointer CmdAd and the TchId from the entry. 
The next state is set to SktCmdEvt. 

0141. In SktCmdEvt (lines 1136-1142), the socket engine 
causes the DMA controller block 25 to move the host 
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command from the host and into the H2eBuf (see line 1141). 
In the SktCmdO state, the host command in the H2eBuf is 
examined and the command code CmdCd is decoded. Here 
the command is neither a SktEnbCmd nor a SktArmCmd. 
SktEng processing (see line 1150) therefore proceeds to the 
socket receive command state SktRcvCmd. 

0142. In SktRcvCmd state (lines 1176-1183), the first 
MDL entry (called ApDsc) of the MDL list is loaded from 
the Tch buffer on the host into the appropriate field of the 
TcbBuf for the TchId on NID 4. The Source address where 
the MDL entry is located on the host is set (line 1180) by 
adding an application descriptor offset ApDscIX to the 
starting address of the Tch buffer in the host. The amount of 
information to move from the Tcb buffer on the host is set 
(line 1181) to the constant ApDscLen. The destination for 
the move of the MDL entry is set (line 1179). The starting 
address of the Tcb buffer on NID 4 is the TchId number 
multiplied by the length of a Tch buffer TcbBufLen. An 
offset ApDscIX to the MDL entry within a Tch buffer is then 
added to the starting address to determine the destination 
address TchBufAd where the MDL entry will be written. 
The socket engine SktEng then causes the DMA controller 
25 to move the MDL entry from host memory to the TchBuf 
on NID 4 by placing a host-to-socket tuple command H2tCd 
onto HstDmaCmd. 

0143) Next, in state SktRcv0, the receive window 
TchBuf{RSqMx} is incremented (line 1186). The host, 
when data was consumed by the application, the application 
changes the window size by moving the receive sequence. 
The host tells us how much we can change the window by. 
We go to the TchBuf and pull out the receive sequence max 
value RSqMx, add the amount indicated by the host in the 
command h2eBuf{SqInc., and put the updated value back 
into the Tcb buffer TcbBuf as the new receive sequence 
maximum TchBuf{RSqMx}. (RSqMx is sometimes denoted 
RcvSqLmt). There is hardware related to transmitting 
frames, and that hardware transmits some of this window 
information to the guy who is sending data to us to tell him 
how much more data he can send us, we do that by telling 
the sender the window size, and the window size is partially 
derived from this receive sequence limit, so when the sender 
sees this information coming in he knows how much more 
data we can accept. So we update the receive sequence limit 
and go back to the Idle state. 
0144. Because an MDL entry is now present in the 
TcbBuf on NID 4, the MDL valid bit within the Tcb buffer 
is set (line 1188). The next time there is a fast receive event, 
the MDL valid bit in the Tch buffer will be set so processing 
will not pass through the initial receive sequence to retrieve 
an MDL entry from the host, bur rather processing will go 
through the fast receive sequence because there is a valid 
MDL. 

0145 The socket engine SktEng returns to the Idle state. 
Due to the receive manager RcVMgr being armed, a receive 
event descriptor for the second fast-path packet on the 
connection can be forwarded from the receive manager 
RcvMgr to the socket engine SktEng via the fast event queue 
FstEvtO. The socket engine sees FstEvtORdy being true and 
the event code EvtCd being Zero, and passes through the 
process set forth above of extracting the TchId and going to 
the FstRcvEvt state (lines 115-1118). In the fast-path receive 
event state FstRcvEvt, the socket engine instructs the 
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receive manager via MgrCmdO to deliver headers for the 
second fast-path packet identified by Tchild (line 1117) and 
then go back to the Idle state. The headers go through the 
header buffer HarBuf to the socket engine, and the receive 
manager RcvMgr puts a header event for that Tch on the 
HdrEvtO. 
0146 The socket engine SktEng is in the Idle state, 
detects HarEvtORdy, and performs the actions of lines 
1058–1066. The TchId from the header event queue is saved 
(line 1060) into ETcbId. ETcbId is a register that is local to 
the socket engine. Loading a TchId into ETcbId makes all 
the bits of the particular Tch buffer in TchBuf that is 
identified by the Tchild available to the socket engine. All the 
bits of the identified Tch buffer are available at once. 

0147 The header buffer pointer Harid is saved (line 
1063) into EHdrAd. EHarAd is a register that is local to the 
socket engine. Loading a header buffer pointer into EHdrAd 
makes all the bits of the particular header buffer HarBufthat 
is identified by the Har Adavailable to the socket engine. All 
of the bits of the identified header buffer are available at 
OCC. 

0148 Next, in the HarDmaEvt state (lines 1191-1197), 
the bits of the header (as output by the header buffer 
identified by EHdrAd) and the bits of the Tcb (as output by 
the Tcb buffer identified by ETcbid) are used to perform the 
flush detect Flush Det test (line 1194). Assuming that there is 
not flush event, the socket engine transitions to HarEvt0. 
This time MdTVdETcbId is true (as opposed to “me initial 
receive pass through this state) so NID 4 knows where to 
place the data payload in the host. The buffer Id is shifted 
eleven places to find where the packet starts in the DRAM 
receive buffer, and skip over the packet header to actual data 
(line 1204). This address, DrmAd, is the source of the data 
payload that will be moved to the host. For the destination 
address on the host, HstAd the application descriptor ApDsc 
(i.e., MDL entry) stored in the TchBuf on NID 4 is used (line 
1205). The amount of payload data to move is the packet 
length EPkLen minus the amount of header HarLen. A move 
of the packet payload from the DRAM receive buffer on 
NID 4 to the address on the host identified by the MDL entry 
is initiated by pushing a receive buffer-to-host command 
R2hCd onto HstDmaCmd. DMA sequencer block 25 per 
forms the move. 

0149 Once the data payload has been copied to the host, 
the socket engine proceeds to the fast receive state FastRcv 
(lines 1217-1225). In this example, the move of payload data 
to the MDL entry exhausted the MDL entry. A fast receive 
message is therefore prepared and sent to the host stack to 
inform the host stack that that particular MDL entry is 
exhausted and that the host's receive command has been 
completed. (Although not shown here, in a state (not 
shown), the byte count of the MDL entry is decremented 
according to how much data payload was moved to see if the 
MDL entry is exhausted, and if it is exhausted then process 
ing proceeds through the FastRcV state, otherwise the 
updated MDL value is loaded back into the TcbBuf and the 
socket engine returns to the Idle state to look for another 
fast-path receive event). The fast receive message 
FstRcVMsg is passed using the same host message buffer 
technique described above. The Socket engine causes the 
DMA sequencer 25 to move the message from NID 4 to the 
message buffer on the host by putting a E2hCd command 
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onto HstDmaCmd (line 1222). The connection state in the 
socket stored in the TchBuf is updated TplUpd (line 1224). 
The tuple update TplUpd values are set forth in FIG. 6. 
TplUpd in line 1224 indicates that Tch buffer values are 
updated as set forth below: 

0150. Because processing of this second fast-path packet 
by the Socket engine is now completed, the Socket engine 
“arms' the receive manager RcvMgr to send another event 
descriptor for this connection (line 1225). 
0151. Processing proceeds to state update MDL entries 
UpdMdlEntries. If the MDL entry provided by the host has 
been exhausted, then the MDL valid bit in the Tcb buffer on 
NID 4 is cleared (line 1229). The next state is set to FastRcv 
(line 1231). 

Connection Flush Sequence: 

0152 FIG. 12 is a diagram that sets forth actions taken 
by the various blocks of hardware of FIG. 2 when passing 
control of a connection from NID 4 to host 3 after a flush 
condition is detected on the connection. In a fast-path 
receive situation, the socket engine SktEng enters the fast 
path receive event state FstRcvEvt (see lines 1114-1118 of 
FIG. 10). The socket engine SktEng sets the next state to 
Idle (line 1116) and tells the receive manager RcvMgr to 
deliver a header to the socket engine (line 1117). 
0153. Accordingly, the socket engine SktEng is in the 
Idle state and header event HarEvtORdy becomes true (see 
line 1058). Due to line 1059, the socket engine SktEng 
passes to the header DMA event HarDmaEvt state (see line 
1191-1197) and then to the HarEvt.0 state (see lines 1198 
1216). There the flush detect condition is detected (see line 
1194) and the one-bit value Flushlet is loaded into EFlush. 
If EFlush is true (see line 1198), then in HarEvt.0 state the 
socket engine SktEng pushes a “push” code PshCa (see line 
1200) onto the receive manager's command queue MgrC 
mdO. 
0154 Returning to FIG. 12, the receive manager RcvMgr 
pops the MgrCmdO (line 1503) and retrieves the push code 
PshCa and the Tchild. This push code causes the receive 
manager RcvMgr to reverse the effect of the popping of the 
last descriptor off the SktRcvQ. The push code PshCa causes 
RcvMgr “push the read point for the socket receive queue 
SktRcvQ back one descriptor entry. The socket receive 
queue SktRcvQ for the Tchld has a read pointer and a write 
pointer. When a descriptor is popped off the socket receive 
queue SktRcvQ, the descriptor is not actually erased from 
the memory but rather the descriptor is left in the queue 
memory and the read pointer is advanced so that the next 
time the SktRcvQ is popped the next entry on the queue will 
be read. In the case of the receive manager RcvMgr receiv 
ing the push code PshCa, however, the read pointer is 
backed up one descriptor entry and is not advanced. Because 
the receive descriptor previously popped still remains in the 
queue memory, pushing back the read pointer puts the 
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SktRcvQ back in the original condition as if the last popped 
descriptor had never been popped off the queue. 
0155 The receive manager RcvMgr also inserts a purge 
marker ClrCd into the flow of fast-path receive descriptors 
for the TchId by writing the ClrCd and TcbId onto the 
fast-path event queue FstEvtO (line 1504). Later, when the 
socket engine processes receive descriptors for this TchIdoff 
the fast-path event queue, the Socket engine will detect the 
ClrCd. Encountering the ClrCd informs the socket engine 
that there will be no more fast-path events for the Tcbld due 
to an encountered error. Fast-path packet receive descriptors 
in the fast-path event queue FstEvtO prior to the purge 
marker ClrCd will, however, be handled in fast-path. Han 
dling fast path packets in fast path mode before the packet 
that caused Flush Det to be true reduces latency in handling 
the flush condition. 

0156 The receive manager RcvMgr also clears the event 
enable bit EvtEn in MgrBuf (line 1505) to prevent any more 
fast-path receive descriptors from being sent by the receive 
manager RcvMgr to the socket engine for this Tchild. This 
concludes the first phase (fast-path event purge phase) of the 
connection flush operation. 
0157 The socket engine SktEng is in state Idle state 
when FstEvtORdy is detected to be true (see line 1029). The 
SktEng reads the fast-path event queue FstEvtO (line 1507) 
and retrieves the event code EvtCd. The event code EvtCd 
is the purge marker ClrCd (also called the “clear mark 
event code). The event code being a clear mark event 
informs that socket engine SktEng that the fast-path event 
receive queue FstEvtO is clear of fast-path receive event 
descriptors for this particular connection identified by TchId. 
The TcbId is extracted from the entry popped off the 
fast-path event receive queue FstEvtO (see line 1041). The 
EvtCd being the clear mark event causes the Socket engine 
SktEng to transition to state ClrMrkEvt (lines 1120-1128). 
0158. In state ClrMrkEvt, the socket engine SktEng puts 
a disable code DblCd and the ETcbid in the detect command 
queue DetCmdO (see line 1127) for the socket detector 
SktDet. The socket engine SktEng obtains a message buffer 
address out of the message buffer queue MsgBufC (line 
1122) for future use in the ClrMrk0 state. The socket engine 
SktEng sets up a move of the current socket state SkTpl of 
the connection (also see line 1508) from the Tch buffer 
TcbBufTcbid to the Tcb buffer HstMemTcbAd in host 
memory. It does this by putting a tuple-to-host command 
T2hCd onto HstDmaCmd. The DMA controller 25 receives 
the T2hCd and moves the socket tuple information to the 
indicated host message buffer. See lines 1120-1126 of FIG. 
10 for further details. 

0159. The socket engine SktEng transitions to state 
ClrMrk0 and informs the host that the socket tuple SkTpl 
that carries the TCP state information has been placed back 
in the host Tch buffer for this connection. The socket engine 
does this by retrieving a free message buffer address (line 
1509) from the MsgBufCR, and then writing a state export 
message ExportMsg into the engine-to-host buffer E2hBuf 
(line 1131). The destination for a DMA operation is set to the 
be the message buffer address EMsgAd. The length of the 
DMA move is set to be the length of the message header 
MsgHdLen (line 1133). The socket engine SktEng then 
causes the DMA to occur by placing an engine-to-host 
command into HstDmaCmd (line 1134). The DMA control 
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ler 25 then moves the state export message from NID 4 to 
the message buffer on the host. This concludes the second 
phase (socket state save) of the connection flush operation. 
0.160 In the third phase (fast-path queue purge) of the 
connection flush operation, the Socket engine SktEng tells 
the socket detector SktDet to stop detecting packets for this 
Tcbld because the future packets are to be handed off to the 
host for TCP processing on the host. In state ClrMrkEvt, the 
socket engine SktEng writes a disable command DblCd and 
the ETcbld onto the socket detector command queue DetC 
mdO (line 1511 of FIG. 12). Also see line 1127 of FIG. 10. 
0.161 The socket detector SktDet 22 detects packets on 
this connection until it sees the disable command DblCd on 
the detector command queue DetCmdO. The disable com 
mand DblCd instructs the socket detector to stop detecting 
packets. The socket detector Sktet (line 1513) reads the 
DetCmdO and obtains the disable command DblCd and the 
indicated TcbId. The socket detector SktDet then clears the 
detect enable bit DetEn in the socket descriptor buffer 
SktDscBuf for the TchId (line 1514), and sends a purge 
marker DblCd to the receive manager RcvMgr by writing 
the purge marker DblCd onto the detect event queue 
DetBvtO (line 1515). This guarantees that anything in the 
detect event queue DetEvtO for that Tch in the DetFvtO 
after the DblCd purge marker is not going to be fast-path, 
and will be slow-path because the socket detector has been 
disable for the indicated Tchild. The DblCd purge marker 
flows through the DetEvtO to the receive manager RcvMgr. 
The receive manager RcVMgr receives the purge marker 
DblCd and the Tchild (line 1517), and takes all the descrip 
tors for that Tchild off the SktRcvQ and puts them onto the 
slow event queue SlwEvtO (see lines 1518-1519). When 
done, the receive manager RcVMgr puts a purge marker 
DblCd onto the slow event queue SlwEvtO (line 1520). 
0162 Meanwhile the socket engine SktEng is pulling 
slow-path events off the SlwEvtO until it is in the Idle state 
and reads slow event queue SlwEvtO and obtains the purge 
marker DblCd (line 1522). Also see line 1020 of FIG. 10. 
When the socket engine SktEng obtains the purge marker 
DblCd, the socket engine SktEng goes to DblMrkEvt state 
(lines 103-1106 of FIG. 10). A purge message is sent to the 
host to tell the host that the socket detector has been disabled 
for the indicated Tchild. The socket engine SktEng does this 
by obtaining a message buffer address from the host (line 
1105), placing a disable-mark message into the engine-to 
host buffer (line 1109), and then causing the DMA controller 
25 to move the message from NID 4 to the host by placing 
an engine-to-host command E2hCd into HstDmaCmd (line 
1112). When the host sees the disable-mark message in its 
message buffer, the host knows that the indicated Socket 
descriptor is no longer in use, that the Socket receive queue 
SktRcvQ for the indicated TchId is empty, and that the host 
can put a different socket descriptor out to the Socket 
detector SktDet to enable fast-path processing on another 
Socket. 

Flush Detect: 

0163. In the processes above, the detection of a flush 
condition as indicated by the one-bit Flushlet value (see 
line 1194) occurs in one clock cycle of the clock signal that 
clocks the socket engine SktEng state machine. FIGS. 13-16 
set forth how flush detect Flush Det is determined. In FIGS. 
13-16, the italicized values are values from the particular 
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Tcb buffer TchBuf identified by TchId; whereas the under 
lined values are values from the header of the incoming 
packet as output by the header buffer HarBuf identified by 
Hdrid. Both types of values (TchBuf values and HarBuf 
values) are received onto the Socket engine SktEng. The 
values that are neither italicized nor underlined are values 
that are determined inside the Socket engine SktEng from 
another value. 

0164. The Flushlet signal is determined as indicated by 
lines 1712-1713 of FIG. 15. The Flush Det signal is true if 
the current window overflow CurWinCVr OR (NOT 
expected sequence detected ExpSeqDet) AND (NOT old 
sequence detected OldSeqLet) OR (next window shrink 
NxtWinShr) OR (NOT transmit ack valid XmtAckVld) 
AND (NOT transmit ack old XmtAckOld). The vertical bar 
symbol indicates a logical OR. The exclamation mark sym 
bol indicates a logical NOT. The & symbol indicates a 
logical AND. The quote symbol indicates a defined constant. 
The “==” symbols indicate “if equal to”. An equation of the 
form A 2 B: C indicates “if A, then B, else C. The = 
symbols indicate “not equal to”. The < symbols indicate 
“not less than'. The is symbols indicate “not greater than'. 
The <= Symbols indicate an assignment of the expression to 
the right to the value to the left. The << symbols indicate 
shift to the left, and the number of times to shift is indicated 
by the value to the right of the << symbols. 

0165 For example, the current window overflow value 
CurWinCVr is a single bit value determined as indicated by 
line 1708 from RcvSeqLmt, NxtSeqExp. and Quadrant. If 
RcvSeqLmt minus NxtSeqExp is not less than the constant 
Quadrant, then there is a current window overrun and 
CurWinCVr is set to one. RcvSeqLmt is a 32-bit value 
obtained from the Tch Buf. See FIGS. 4 and 6 for the 
contents of the Tch buffer. NxtSeqExp is a 32-bit value that 
is calculated by taking the 32-bit value PktRcvSeq and 
adding that to the 16-bit value PktPaySz. PktRcvSeq is a 
value stored in the header buffer. The value PktPaySZ is a 
value obtained from the header buffer values PktRcvSeq and 
NxtSeqExp. Quadrant is a 32-bit value 40000000 in hex. 

0166 In the same way that the current window overrun 
value CurWinCVr is calculated in accordance with the 
equations of FIGS. 13-16, so too are all the other values that 
appear to the right of the equals sign symbol in the equation 
of lines 1712 and 1713. 

0167. The (ExpSeqSet & OldSeqDet) expression of line 
1712 is true if the 32-bit sequence number of the packet is 
a future sequence number. An old packet Such as, for 
example, a duplicate packet will have a sequence number 
that is Smaller (i.e., older) than the expected sequence 
number. Such an old packet does not cause a flush detect 
because the old packet may be a duplicate packet and Such 
a duplicate packet is to be passed to the host without the NID 
causing a flush of the connection. In such a case, the host can 
cause control of the connection to be passed back to the host 
it the host so chooses. Accordingly, if a packet is received 
that has a sequence number that is Smaller (i.e., older) than 
the expected sequence number, then the Flush Det signal is 
not true. If the sequence number of packet is the expected 
sequence number, then the packet has the sequence number 
it should and there is no flush detected. If, on the other hand, 
the received packet has a sequence number that is greater 
than the expected sequence number, then the packet is a 
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future packet that was received before it should have been 
received and there has likely been an error. Accordingly, 
flush detect is true (see line 1712) if the sequence number of 
the packet was not the expected sequence number and if the 
sequence number was not an old sequence number. 
0.168. The expected sequence number detected value 
ExpSeqLDet used in the expression of line 1712 is calculated 
as indicated by line 1703. The expected sequence number 
detected ExpSeqDet is true if the sequence number of the 
packet PktRcvSeq as stored in the header buffer is equal to 
the expected receive sequence ExpRcvSeq number stored in 
the Tch buffer. ExpRcvSeq is the sequence number of the 
next packet that should be received on the connection. When 
a packet is received, ExpRcvSeq is increased by the amount 
of data payload in the previous packet received. Accord 
ingly, to get the next ExpRcvSeq, the payload size PktPaySz. 
of the current packet is added to the packet's sequence 
number PktRcVSeq, and that Sum is the next sequence 
number expected NxtSeqExp. The unit of the packet payload 
PktPaySZ is number of bytes of data. After the packet is 
processed, NxtSeqExp becomes the expected sequence 
number ExpRcvSeq stored in the Tcb buffer. 
0169. The NxtWinShr expression of line 1713 is true if a 
machine receiving data from the NID 4 has shrunk its TCP 
receive window. Shrinking a TCP receive window is dis 
couraged in the TCP protocol. The machine receiving the 
data from NID 4 returns an acknowledgement PktXmtAck 
of the data it received in the next packet it sends back to NID 
4. The machine receiving the data also include a window 
size PktXmtWin in the return packet. NID 4 receives the 
return packet uses the two values to determine (line 1618) 
whether the other machine has shrunk its receive window. A 
shrinking TCP receive window is detected by determining if 
the current transmit limit XmtSeqLmt is greater than the 
next transmit limit NxtXmtLmt. 

0170 The current transmit sequence limit XmtSeqLmt is 
a sequence number value stored in the socket tuple on NID 
4. NID 4 uses XmtSeqLmt sequence number value to 
determine how much data it can transmit back to the other 
machine. The other machine controls this value but is not 
allowed to reduce it. 

0171 The next transmit limit NxtXmtLmt is determined 
(see line 1606) by NID 4 by adding the PktXmtAck to the 
window size PktXmtWin. 

0172) If the NxtXmtLmt that the NID is allowed to 
transmit to is less than the previous transmit limit XmtSe 
qLmt that the NID was allowed to transmit previously, then 
the other machine has shrunk its receive window. This is an 
illegal condition because NID 4 could have already trans 
mitted a packet and the packet could be in transit when the 
NID receives the ack that informs the NID that the packet 
just transmitted is too big. The value next window shrink 
NxtWinShr (line 1618) is therefore true if the next transmit 
limit NxtXmtLmt is less than the previous transmit limit 
XmtSeqLmt. 

0173 The numbers NxtXmtLmt and XmtSeqLmt are 
unsigned 32-bit numbers that wrap around. Comparing Such 
unsigned wrap around numbers can be tricky. In line 1618, 
the two unsigned numbers are compared by comparing the 
difference between the two numbers to one quarter of the 
maximum sequence number (1G). 
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0174 The next expression (XmtAckVld & XmtAck 
Old) of line 1713 involves a checking the acknowledge 
number in the receive packet to determine if the acknowl 
edge number is a future acknowledge number. Accordingly, 
the expression is true if the received acknowledge number is 
not valid (see line 1611) AND if the acknowledge number is 
not an old acknowledge number (see line 1612). 

0.175. The value Flush Det is the logical OR of these four 
expressions as indicated in lines 1712 and 1713. The logical 
OR is performed by combinatorial hardware logic in one 
period of the clock signal that clocks the Socket engine 
SktEng. The values that are supplied as inputs to the 
combinatorial hardware logic are values output from: 1) the 
particular Tch buffer of TchBufthat is identified by ETcbId, 
and 2) the particular header buffer of HarBuf that is iden 
tified by EHdrAd. The particular Tcb buffer values used to 
determine Flush Det are: 1) RcvSeqLmt (32-bit), 2) 
ExpRcvSeq (32-bit), 3) XmtSeqLmt (32-bit), 4) XmtAck 
Num (32-bit), and 5) XmtSeqNum (32-bit). The particular 
HdrBuf values used to determine Flush Det are: 1) 
PktRcvSeq (32 bit), 2) PktPaySZ (16-bit), 3) PktXmtAck 
(32-bit), and 4) PktXmtWin (16-bit). 
0176). In the equations of FIGS. 13-16, the function of 
each logical operator is performed by a separate block of 
ALU-type hardware digital logic. As an example, the '+' 
operation can be performed by a digital adder made up of 
logic gates. The '-' operation can be performed by a digital 
subtractor made up of digital gates. The “==” operation can 
be performed by a digital comparator made up of digital 
gates. 

0177 TcbBuf is a dual port memory structure that orga 
nized to be as wide as the number of bits in a Tcb such that 
all the bits of one particular Tch buffer are output simulta 
neously, the particular Tch buffer being the Tch buffer 
identified by the address value ETcbId. In the example of 
FIG. 2, TchBufis 256 bytes wide. DMA controller 25 writes 
to TchBuf via a 32-bit wide port and a plurality of write 
strobes, whereas the TchBuf interfaces with the socket 
engine SktEng via a 256 byte wide port. 

0178 HodrBuf is a dual port memory structure that is 
organized to be as wide as the number of bits in one 
particular header buffer, the particular header buffer being 
the header buffer identified by address value EHdrAd. In the 
example of FIG. 2, HdrBuf is 128 bytes wide. DRAM 
controller 26 writes to HarBuf via a 32-bit wide port and a 
plurality of write strobes, whereas HarBuf interfaces to the 
socket engine SktEng via a 128 byte wide read/write port. 
State Update: 

0179 Rather than updating the state of the connection in 
the Tcb buffer sequentially as a series of writes of values to 
various places in the Tch buffer memory, the connection 
state update occurs in a single period of the clock signal that 
clocks the Socket engine SktEng State machine. The updat 
ing of the connection state occurs in line 1224 of FIG. 10 
where all the tuple update TplUpd values (see FIG. 6) are 
loaded into appropriate fields of the Tch buffer for the 
connection indicated by ETcbid. The values loaded are set 
forth in the description above of the socket engine SktEng 
and line 1224 of FIG. 10. To facilitate this tuple update 
operation, the Tch buffer memory structure is organized to 
be at least as wide as the number of bits of one particular Tch 
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buffer such that all the TplUpd bits are written in parallel 
into the Tcb buffer at the same time. 

Multi-Threaded Socket Engine: 
0180. The description of the socket engine SktEng above 
assumes that the Socket engine sets up a DMA controller 
move, and that the move then occurs quickly Such that the 
state machine can transition to another state upon the next 
state machine clock as if the move had already taken place. 
In one embodiment, the DMA controller move actually takes 
longer than one state machine clock cycle to complete. 
Rather than the Socket engine SktEng waiting until the move 
has completed, the Socket engine SktEng is a multi-threaded 
state machine that can process a first thread, instruct the 
DMA controller to perform a move, stop processing that first 
thread until the DMA controller move completes, process a 
second thread while the DMA controller is performing the 
move, and then return to processing of the first thread when 
the DMA controller completes the move. To jump from 
thread to thread, the Socket engine internal register contents 
can be stored in the form of a context. There is one such a 
context for each thread. To move from a first thread to a 
second thread, the Socket engine internal register contents 
are loaded into first context, and the contents of the second 
context are loaded into the Socket engine internal registers. 
Regardless of whether the socket engine is multi-threaded or 
not, the socket engine SktEng sets up a DMA controller 
move in a single state machine state. The SktEng State 
machine therefore has a speed improvement over a conven 
tional sequencer processor that would have to execute 
multiple instructions and perform several sequential opera 
tions in order to provide the source address of the move to 
the DMA controller, to provide the DMA controller an 
indication of how much data to move, to provide the DMA 
controller the destination address, and to initiate the move. 

0181 Although the present invention is described in 
connection with certain specific exemplary embodiments for 
instructional purposes, the present invention is not limited 
thereto. The functionality of the NID need not be imple 
mented on an expansion card that couples to a host com 
puter. Rather, the functionality of the NID can be embodied 
within a CPU chip set. The NID functionality may, for 
example, be embodied in the Northbridge or Southbridge 
chips of a Pentium chipset. The NID functionality is, one 
embodiment, embodied in a memory controller integrated 
circuit that has a first interface for coupling to memory and 
a second interface for coupling to a CPU. The NID func 
tionality is, in another embodiment, embodied in an input/ 
output controller integrated circuit that has a first interface 
for coupling to an CPU and other interfaces for coupling to 
I/O devices. Although the state machine is described above 
in connection with the receiving of packets for illustration 
purposes, additional state machine states perform transmit 
and timer functions associated with supporting the TCP 
protocol. The storing of TCP state variables and packets 
headers in a wide memory structure in Such a way that these 
variables and headers are accessed at one time in parallel and 
are processed by a state machine, and Such that the resulting 
updated TCP state variables are written back to the wide 
memory in parallel in one or a very small number of memory 
writes is applicable not only to systems where control of a 
TCP connection is passed back and forth between a TOE 
device and a host, but it is also applicable to systems where 
the TOE remains in control of a TCP connection and where 
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control of the TCP connection is not transferred between the 
TOE and the host. Although the Tcb information and the 
packet header are stored in separate memories in the above 
described example, the Tcb buffer and header buffer can be 
parts of the same memory. This single memory can can be 
addressed by Tchild. If the design allows for multiple packet 
headers to be queued for a Tch, then the memory can be 
made wider to accommodate multiple packet headers. The 
Tcb is stored in a first portion of the memory, whereas the 
packet headers are stored in corresponding other portions of 
the memory. The Tcb and the associated packet headers are 
all output from the single memory in parallel at the same 
time. Which of the packet headers for the Tch is supplied to 
the socket engine is determined by a multiplexer. Harld 
serves as the multiplexer select value. Accordingly, various 
modifications, adaptations, and combinations of various 
features of the described embodiments can be practiced 
without departing from the scope of the invention as set forth 
in the following claims. 

1. A device comprising: 
a parsing hardware unit that is configured to examine a 

received packet to determine a socket for the packet, 
the socket defined by source and destination Internet 
Protocol (IP) addresses and source and destination 
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) ports for the 
packet; 

a hashing hardware unit that is configured to generate, 
from the Socket, a hash value for the packet; and 

a socket detector hardware unit that uses the hash value to 
identify a group of TCP connections, and compares the 
socket with a plurality of sockets in the group of TCP 
connections, to identify a TCP connection from the 
group of TCP connections. 

2. The device of claim 1, further comprising a signal to 
enable the socket detector hardware unit to identify the TCP 
connection, wherein the signal is on if the Socket detector 
has received the Socket from a processor, and the signal is off 
if the socket detector has not received the socket from the 
processor. 

3. The device of claim 1, wherein the parsing hardware 
unit is configured to examine a second received packet, and 
determine that the transport layer protocol of the second 
packet is not TCP. 

4. The device of claim 1, wherein the parsing hardware 
unit is configured to examine a second received packet, and 
determine that the network layer protocol of the second 
packet is not IP. 

5. The device of claim 1, further comprising a memory 
unit that stores the hash value and does not store the packet. 

6. The device of claim 5, wherein the memory unit is a 
queue. 

7. The device of claim A, further comprising a processor 
running protocol processing instructions to establish the 
TCP connection. 

8. A device comprising: 
a processor running protocol processing instructions to 

establish Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) connec 
tion; 

a parsing hardware unit that is configured to examine a 
received packet to determine a socket for the packet, 
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the socket defined by source and destination Internet 
Protocol (IP) addresses and source and destination TCP 
ports for the packet; 

a hashing hardware unit that is configured to generate, 
from the Socket, a hash value for the packet; and 

a socket detector hardware unit that uses the hash value to 
identify a group of TCP connections, and compares the 
socket with a plurality of sockets in the group of TCP 
connections, to identify a TCP connection from the 
group of TCP connections. 

9. The device of claim 8, further comprising a signal to 
enable the socket detector hardware unit to identify the TCP 
connection, wherein the signal is on if the socket detector 
has received the Socket from a processor, and the signal is off 
if the socket detector has not received the socket from the 
processor. 

10. The device of claim 8, wherein the parsing hardware 
unit is configured to examine a second received packet, and 
determine that the transport layer protocol of the second 
packet is not TCP. 

11. The device of claim 8, wherein the parsing hardware 
unit is configured to examine a second received packet, and 
determine that the network layer protocol of the second 
packet is not IP. 

12. The device of claim 8, further comprising a memory 
unit that stores the hash value and does not store the packet. 

13. The device of claim 12, wherein the memory unit is 
a queue. 

14. A method comprising: 
establishing a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) con 

nection that is identified by a pair of Internet Protocol 
(IP) addresses and a pair of TCP ports that define a 
Socket, including running protocol processing instruc 
tions on a processor, 

creating a hash number that is associated with the TCP 
connection and is based upon the Socket; 

storing the Socket in a socket descriptor memory at an 
address which is specified by the hash number; 

receiving a packet containing a header, 
parsing the header of the packet with header parsing 

hardware to determine source and destination IP 
addresses and source and destination TCP ports for the 
packet; 

hashing the IP addresses and the TCP ports with a hashing 
hardware unit to create a hash value for the packet; and 

using the hash value to identify a group of sockets that are 
stored at the address; and 

comparing, with a socket detector hardware unit, the 
source and destination IP addresses and TCP ports with 
the source and destination IP addresses and TCP ports 
of the Sockets in the group, including identifying the 
TCP connection defined by the socket. 

15. The method of claim 14, further comprising storing 
the hash value in a separate memory from the packet. 

16. The method of claim 14, further comprising sending 
an identification of the socket from the processor to the 
socket detector hardware unit. 

17. The method of claim 16, further comprising setting a 
detect enable indication after the socket detector has 
received the socket identification from the processor, prior to 
identifying the TCP connection from the group of TCP 
connections. 
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18. The method of claim 14, further comprising transfer- 20. The method of claim 14, further comprising: 
ring control of the TCP connection from the processor to the 
socket detector hardware unit. receiving a second packet; and 

19. Th thod of claim 14, furth ising: e meunod OT cla1m 14, er compr1S1ng examining the second packet with the parsing hardware 
unit, including determining that the network layer 

examining the second packet with the parsing hardware protocol of the second packet is not IP. 
unit, including determining that the transport layer 
protocol of the second packet is not TCP. k . . . . 

receiving a second packet; and 


